
ABSTRACT 

ALHOMAIR, SULTAN ABDULAZIZ. Investigation of Parameters Affecting Contaminants 

Ingress into Concrete Pipe in Saturated Media and the Efficacy of Mitigation Measures. (Under 

the direction of Dr. Mohammed Gabr and Dr. Mohammad Pour-Ghaz). 

 

Many subsurface utilities and drainage pipes might be exposed to contamination migration 

in contaminated soil and groundwater during their service life. The contamination migration 

through the subsurface concrete pipes has not been investigated with the simulation methods.  

In the first part of this work, the contamination by the aqueous benzene breaking through 

the subsurface drainage concrete pipe installed in site initially not contaminated was evaluated. A 

3-D finite difference method (FDM), implemented using MODFLOW paired with MT3DMS 

software, was utilized to simulate groundwater flow and contaminant transport phenomena. Site 

conditions and soil parameters were selected based on the average range of hydrologic parameters 

representative of regions in the coastal area of North Carolina. Various scenarios of two native soil 

types (sandy soils and sandy clay soils), gaskets condition, pipe condition, and pipe size were 

analyzed. Modeling results indicate that, after 20 years, no benzene breakthrough the pipe in the 

intact pipe and intact gaskets scenario with two native soil types. Also, no benzene was estimated 

within the pipe with the damaged gaskets scenarios under sandy clay soils (ksoil = 10-7 m/s). For 

damaged pipe scenarios with sandy clay soil, the estimated benzene concentrations inside the pipe 

remained below 5 µg/l, the maximum contaminant level (MCL) for drinking water. In the case of 

sandy soils (ksoil = 10-5 m/s), benzene concentrations reached the MCL for the same period in the 

case of the damaged pipe. The highest potential of benzene concentration breaking through the 

pipe was when the damaged pipe was quantified due to the larger surface area through which 

breakthrough occurs. The pipe size affects contamination breaking through the pipe with a smaller 

benzene breakthrough with larger pipe size. 



In the second part of this work, the efficacy of mitigation measures (i.e., clay barrier, 

flowable fill, and anti-seep collar) was evaluated to reduce benzene breakthrough the subsurface 

concrete pipe at the gasoline spill site. The site parameters are developed from data for a site in 

Jacksonville, North Carolina, where the subsurface contamination occurred in the presence of 

subsurface concrete drainage pipe. Groundwater flow and solute transport models were developed 

using MODFLOW paired with MT3DMS software. Modeling results indicate that, after 20 years, 

the installation of a clay barrier reduces the concentration of benzene within the pipe by 22% 

compared to no clay barrier case. In comparison, the use of flowable fill leads to a 99.9% reduction 

in the concentration of benzene breaking through the pipe, and the use of an anti-seep collar leads 

to a 60% reduction in the concentration of benzene. The natural hydraulic gradient of the site 

affects the level of contamination breaking through the pipe with a smaller breakthrough mass 

with lower site hydraulic gradients. 

In the third part of this work, the factors affecting Tetrachloroethene (PCE) contaminant 

ingress into the subsurface concrete pipe embedded in the saturated soil profile and the efficacy of 

the permeable reactive barrier (PRB) were evaluated. Groundwater flow and solute transport 

models were established using MODFLOW paired with Reactive Transport in 3-Dimension 

(RT3D) software, which implements a finite-difference numerical scheme. The site parameters are 

developed from data for a site in Wilson, North Carolina, at which subsurface chlorinated organic 

solvents from dry cleaning occurred in the presence of a subsurface concrete drainage pipe. 

Modeling results indicated that, after 10 years, the degradation process taking place in the native 

soils, for the cases of KPCE-soil=0.00019 d-1 and 0.0033 d-1 reduced the  PCE concentrations in the 

concrete pipe by 30.7% and 34.1%, respectively. The greater percent of the soil sorption (foc=1.4% 

vs. foc=0.07%) increased PCE concentration inside the pipe by 137% for the same period. The 



hydraulic conductivity of the PRB (kPRB) modestly affects the level of PCE breaking through the 

pipe with a smaller PCE concentration breakthrough with a lower kPRB. The PRB thickness 

considerably affects the PCE level breaking through the pipe with a smaller PCE concentration 

breakthrough with a thicker PRB. The PCE concentration inside the pipe was decreased when the 

constant degradation rate of PCE using Zero Valent Iron (ZVI) filling the PRB was increased. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Research Motivation 

Subsurface utilities and drainage pipes are annually installed by Departments of 

Transportation (DOT) across the United States, along the Right-of-Way (ROW). A portion of the 

ROW might be contaminated with the presence of contamination not known before the excavation 

and installation, or contamination may occur after installation. Potential sources of contamination 

include leakage from abandoned or operational Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) in the 

proximity of the road improvement site. This leakage leads to soil and groundwater contamination 

with potential mass breaking through the subsurface drainage pipes. In this case, the concrete pipe 

will act as a conduit for the transport of the breakthrough contaminant mass and further 

contaminate the subsurface and surface environments.  

The subsurface utilities and drainage pipes are potentially installed in the contaminated 

subsurface profiles as the presence of contaminations is not known before the excavation and 

installation, or contamination may occur after installation. The exact type and concentration of 

contaminants are generally unknown. Petroleum-based products (gasoline-range organics) and 

chlorinated organic solvents are the most prevalent in the US (Holsen et al., 1991a; EPA, 2002; 

Koo, 2012). The contamination incidents reported in the US water system is 89% related to 

contamination by petroleum-based products caused by gross spillage of gasoline or leakage from 

the USTs in the gas stations, followed by 5% related to contamination by Tetrachloroethene (PCE) 

and Trichloroethene (TCE) caused by an improper release of chlorinated solvents mainly used in 

dry cleaning operations (Holsen et al., 1991a; EPA, 2002). These contaminants may harm the 
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subsurface utility pipes and the polymeric gaskets due to their ability to deteriorate the material’s 

polymeric structure. 

Gasoline-range organic liquids are Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids (NAPLs) with a density 

lighter than water (referred to as floaters). These include Benzene, Ethylbenzene, Toluene, and 

Xylene (BETX), commonly found at contaminated sites with the USTs. Releases of petroleum 

products may occur below the ground (e.g., resulting from spillage of USTs, pipelines, or fuel 

stations) or above the ground (e.g., resulting from spills or leaks from exposed piping). The 

recovery of the petroleum product from the subsurface media is usually complicated and costly.  

Chlorinated organic compounds with a density heavier than water (referred to as sinkers) 

rapidly transport in the vertical direction into the subsurface soil profiles, penetrate the water table, 

contaminating the aquifers, and become mobile due to their sorption characteristics and density 

solubility. Chlorinated solvents are Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids (DNAPLs) and act as a 

long-term continuous source of dissolved contaminants to the groundwater. The most prevalent 

chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons (CAHs) are TCE and PCE. The TCE has been widely used as 

a degreasing solvent, and it was disposed of in unsealed ponds and landfills before establishing 

EPA regulations. 

Groundwater contamination and its impact on drinking water wells or aquifers, and 

approaches to mitigate such impact have received significant attention by researchers and 

regulatory agencies over the past three decades (e.g., Gabr et al. 1996; He et al. 2009; Saghravani 

et al. 2011; Ghoraba et al. 2013; An et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 2014). However, the contact of 

contamination sources with subsurface utilities has received little attention, although 

contamination from breakthrough subsurface pipes, perhaps, has considerable potential for serious 

health hazards. Subsurface utilities installed at petroleum-contaminated subsurface profiles impose 
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significant challenges for the utility infrastructure owners and contractors as the effect of the 

contamination on the integrity, and the durability of the subsurface drainage pipes and the gaskets 

are mostly unknown. Water in the typical drainage systems may be contaminated with gasoline-

range organics or chlorinated organic by the permeation from contaminated soils and groundwater 

through the pipes or the polymeric gaskets.  

The limited documentation and information related to the contamination transport 

consequence through the subsurface utilities lead to substantial uncertainties in the decision-

making procedure (e.g., over-design of mitigation measures), which may cause unnecessary 

expenses. While past studies have focused on in situ remediation methods of contaminated 

groundwater and soils (e.g., Gabr et al. 1996), there is a lack of data that are focused on modeling 

subsurface pipes’ mitigation measures and evaluating their efficacy for the drainage pipes installed 

in contaminated subsurface saturated profiles. Several laboratory evaluations of contaminant 

migration through different types of pipes were conducted to assess the contaminant permeation 

under simulated field conditions (e.g., Holsen et al. 1991; Park et al. 1991; Glaza and Park 1992; 

Ong et al. 2007; Mao et al. 2010; Mao et al. 2011). There is, however, a lack of modeling in the 

literature that simulates the effect of contamination permeation through subsurface utilities and 

their joints that are commonly sealed with gaskets. 

This research aims to develop a better understanding of the effect of contaminated soils 

and groundwater on the subsurface utility installations to facilitate engineering decisions and 

further improve efforts in sustainable engineering and protective water distribution systems. 

Therefore, three-dimensional numerical modeling using MODFLOW, coupled with MT3DMS, 

and RT3D, was used to investigate the transport of the contamination into subsurface utilities. The 

migration of contaminates through utility installation areas using several saturated flow scenarios 
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is performed to provide a better understanding of the alternation of the contaminant transport 

regime with the installation of pipes in contaminated subsurface media. Modeling also included 

the effect of mitigation methods on the migration of contaminants into concrete pipes. In this study, 

benzene and PCE are selected as contaminants to represent petroleum-based and dry-cleaning 

solvent categories. They are the most common contaminants from each category. 

 

1.2 Background 

The numerical groundwater flow model MODFLOW and associated contaminant transport 

module MT3D are commonly used for modeling subsurface hydraulic head distribution and 

movement of contamination plumes. MODFLOW is a three-dimensional model, initially 

developed by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988). The 

program utilizes the finite difference approach for simulating and predicting groundwater flow and 

the impact of various source/sink configurations on the total head distribution.  

The modular three-dimensional transport model (MT3D) was initially developed by Zheng 

(1990). Mass-Transport 3D Multi-species (MT3DMS) is the most recent version of the MT3D 

model. It has a broad set of options and abilities to simulate dispersion, diffusion, advection, and 

chemical reactions of contaminants in groundwater flow systems under general hydrogeological 

conditions. Visual MODFLOW Flex is a graphical interface for MODFLOW, and it is used to 

simulate the groundwater flow and the contaminant transport, combining MODFLOW-2000-2005 

with MT3DMS and RT3D. 

RT3D (Reactive Transport in 3-Dimensions) is a modular simulator for predicting 

multispecies bio-reactive transport based on the EPA model MT3D (Zeng 1990). RT3D code was 

developed initially by Clement (1997) for simulating three-dimensional, multi-species, reactive 

transport of chemical compounds (solutes) in groundwater. RT3D requires the groundwater flow 
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code MODFLOW for computing spatial and temporal variations in the total head distribution. 

RT3D code can be used to simulate different types of reactive contaminants, including chlorinated 

solvents such as tetrachloroethene (PCE) and trichloroethene (TCE), and it is currently used to 

model field-scale natural attenuation at multiple sites. The RT3D code solves the coupled partial 

differential equations describing the reactive flow and transport of multiple mobile and immobile 

solutes, including reductive anaerobic biodegradation of PCE, TCE, dichloroethane (DCE), and 

vinyl chloride (VC). 

Saghravani et al. (2011) modeled the groundwater flow and phosphorus migration in 

groundwater using Visual MODFLOW for 10 and 50 years in Malaysia. Their study focused on 

determining phosphorus contaminants in different groundwater zones and demonstrating the 

contaminant transport in the aquifer. Islam et al. (1998) developed a three-dimensional numerical 

model for the groundwater flow and contaminant transport in Ogallala, Nebraska, using 

MODFLOW coupled with MT3D. They simulated an aquifer that was contaminated with 

Tetrachloroethene (PCE), trichloroethylene (TCE), and carbon tetrachloride (CCl4), and the 

simulation findings suggested that clean up time via using the pump and treat technology for TCE, 

PCE, and CCl4 was 15, 10, and 10 years, respectively. 

Lautz and Siegel (2006) modeled mixing surface and groundwater and solute transport 

using a three-dimensional MODFLOW paired, with MT3D, to simulate a hydro-chemically active 

hyporheic zone (beneath and alongside a streambed) around debris dams for Red Canyon Creek, 

Wyoming, US. The study’s findings indicated that surface water movement into the hyporheic 

zone is predominantly an advective process. Ghoraba et al. (2013) modeled the groundwater flow 

and the contaminant transport movement for quaternary aquifer in the central part of the Nile Delta, 

Egypt. The results showed that the ammonium concentration of the groundwater exceeded the 
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drinking water standard. The study results suggested a cleanup approach whereby a dewatering 

system through eight extraction wells is used to pump the contaminated groundwater out of the 

aquifer. The eight extraction wells’ locations were chosen to be toward the flow direction since 

the movement of contamination was governed by an advection mechanism for this area. 

 He et al. (2009) conducted a three-dimensional MODFLOW model coupled with MT3D 

to predict the groundwater contamination caused by the oil pipe leakage that started from Rizhao 

to Chuzhou in China. The results showed that the generated contaminant from oil pipeline leakage 

is transported mainly along the groundwater flow direction (i.e., advection process). Dhaka et al. 

(2016) studied groundwater contamination in Delhi, India, using the Visual MODFLOW Flex 

interface. Similar to He et al. (2009) findings, the model results showed that groundwater 

contamination movement is dominated by advection mechanism and the direction of the plume 

transport depends on the differential hydraulic head conditions. 

Ling and Rifai (2007) developed a model for groundwater flow and the contaminant 

transport for the dry cleaner site contaminated with chlorinated solvents, located in northeast 

Texas, to simulate the natural attenuation by using MODFLOW coupled with RT3D. The RT3D 

was employed to simulate the sequential decay reaction involving PCE, TCE, DCE, and VD. The 

results demonstrated the feasibility of natural attenuation for the contaminated site. 

Most of the modeling studies presented in the literature have focused on investigating the 

effect of contamination on the aquifer or drinking water wells or lakes or rivers. However, almost 

none modeling studies have been published in the literature for investigating factors affecting the 

contamination breaking through the subsurface utility pipes. In He et al. (2009) and Xu et al. (2015) 

as an example, the pipe acts as a source of the contamination, and the aquifer was the target concern 

to be contaminated, which is the opposite case in this research where the subsurface pipe is the 
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target concern to be contaminated. Therefore, this research deals with the effect of contamination 

from the unconfined aquifer on the subsurface utility pipe under saturated soil conditions. 

 

1.3 Objectives and Organization 

The overall objectives of this study are to investigate factors affecting the contaminants 

breakthrough subsurface concrete pipe installed in saturated media and to assess the efficacy of 

mitigation measures. 

The following objectives are pursued in this study: 

1. Evaluate the effect of continuous petroleum contamination on concentrations and mass 

breaking through the subsurface drainage pipe installed in site initially not contaminated 

on a long-term basis. This objective is addressed in Chapter 2. 

2. Evaluate the efficacy of mitigation measures applied to the petroleum-contaminated site 

with a subsurface drainage concrete pipe through the use of a case study including clay 

barrier, flowable fill, and anti-seep collar.  A site in Jacksonville, North Carolina, is used 

for this purpose. This objective is addressed in Chapter 3. 

3. Investigate the effect of varying natural hydraulic gradients on the performance of anti-

seep collars in term of contaminants breakthrough the subsurface concrete pipe. This 

objective is addressed in Chapter 3. 

4. Evaluate the effect of the chlorinated solvent-contaminated site in relation to 

concentrations and mass of PCE breaking through the subsurface drainage concrete pipe 

through the use of a case study. A site in Wilson, North Carolina, is used for this purpose. 

This objective is addressed in Chapter 4. 
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5. Evaluate the effect of key parameters (retardation due to the organic carbon content and 

degradation due to natural attenuation) on the rate and magnitude of the PCE 

breakthrough into the concrete pipe. This objective is addressed in Chapter 4. 

6. Assess the efficacy of the permeable reactive barrier (PRB) in reducing the breakthrough 

of PCE concentration into the concrete pipe, including the hydraulic conductivity of PRB, 

the thickness of PRB, and the constant degradation rate of PCE being degraded in PRB. 

This objective is addressed in Chapter 4. 

The dissertation was organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 contained the introduction, 

background, and objectives and organization for this study. Chapter 2 contained objective one. 

Chapter 3 contained objectives two, and three. Chapter 4 contained objectives four, five, and six. 

Chapter 5 contained the summary and conclusion. 
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CHAPTER 2. MIGRATION OF AQUEOUS BENZENE THROUGH A SUBSURFACE 

CONCRETE PIPE UNDER SATURATED SOIL CONDITIONS 
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Abstract 

The objective of this study was to evaluate the potential of contamination by the aqueous benzene 

breaking through the subsurface drainage concrete pipe. A three-dimensional finite difference 

method (FDM), implemented through Visual MODFLOW Flex, was utilized to simulate 

groundwater flow and contaminant transport phenomena to evaluate benzene breakthrough the 

subsurface concrete pipe installed in site initially not contaminated. Site conditions and soil 

parameters were selected based on the average range of hydrologic parameters representative of 

regions in the coastal area of North Carolina. Modeling was conducted for 20 years, and various 

scenarios of two native soil types (sandy soils and sandy clay soils), gaskets condition, pipe 

condition, and pipe size were analyzed. Modeling results indicate that, after 20 years, no benzene 

breakthrough the pipe in the intact pipe and intact gaskets scenario with two native soil types. Also, 

no benzene was estimated within the pipe with the damaged gaskets scenarios under sandy clay 

soils (ksoil = 10-7 m/s). For damaged pipe scenarios with sandy clay soil, the estimated benzene 

concentrations inside the pipe remained below 5 µg/l, the maximum contaminant level (MCL) for 

drinking water for 20-year simulation. In the case of sandy soils (ksoil = 10-5 m/s), benzene 

concentrations reached the MCL for the same period in the case of the damaged pipe. The highest 

potential of benzene concentration breaking through the pipe was when the damaged pipe was 

quantified due to the larger surface area through which breakthrough occurs. The pipe size affects 

the level of contamination breaking through the pipe with a smaller benzene breakthrough with 

larger pipe size. 
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2.1 Introduction  

Fuel leaks or spills at gasoline stations are considered a common source of hydrocarbon 

contamination in the U.S. (EPA 2015). The gasoline leakage could occur due to tank corrosion, 

cracks, defective piping, and piping connections. Such leakage poses a severe contamination threat 

to the vadose zone and underlying unconfined and confined aquifers. The gasoline range of organic 

liquids are Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids (NAPLs) and are lighter than water. These include 

Benzene, Ethylbenzene, Toluene, and Xylene (BETX), frequently found at contaminated sites with 

underground storage tanks (USTs). At relatively high levels, BETX compounds may adversely 

affect the long-term performance of subsurface utilities and drainage infrastructure as well as may 

deteriorate polymer-based gaskets. 

The migration of contaminates through a subsurface concrete pipe is modeled to provide a 

better understanding of the alternation of the contaminant transport regime with the installation of 

the subsurface concrete pipe in contaminated soil or groundwater media. To evaluate the effect of 

a continuing source of contamination on contaminant transport regime with the concrete pipe 

installed in site initially not contaminated, the groundwater flow and the migration of benzene in 

soil and groundwater were modeled using Visual MODFLOW Flex software whereby combining 

MODFLOW-2005 with MT3DMS engines. The simulated analyses scenarios included intact and 

damaged conditions for the pipe and gaskets by varying the hydraulic conductivity (k) of the pipe 

and gasket materials. The saturated properties of different native soils, the varying levels of 

damage to the pipe and the gaskets, pipe size, and the effects on contaminant migration into utilities 

were assessed. 

The objective of this work was to evaluate the effect of continuous contamination on the 

contaminant distribution regime with the installed pipe in an uncontaminated site and investigating 
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such a regime with: (i) native soils type, (ii) gasket material condition, (iii) pipe material condition, 

and (iv) pipe size condition. The concentrations and mass of benzene ingress into the concrete pipe 

with polymeric gaskets were quantified. The focus herein is gasoline leakage from the UST and 

the associated contamination of a shallow underlying unconfined aquifer having a nearby 

subsurface concrete pipe installed in the saturated zone. The site conditions were selected based 

on the average range of hydrologic parameters representative of regions in the coastal area of North 

Carolina to develop the study parameters and the analysis domain. Benzene is selected as the 

contaminant in this research because of its prevalence; it also represents petroleum-based 

categories. Visual MODFLOW Flex, by Waterloo Hydrogeologic, was used to model gasoline 

leaking from the UST with the adjacent subsurface concrete pipe. 

 

2.2 Model Development 

2.2.1 Governing Equation 

The groundwater flow model MODFLOW and associated contaminant transport module 

MSMT3D are commonly used for modeling subsurface hydraulic head distribution and movement 

of contamination plumes. MODFLOW is a three-dimensional finite-difference flow code, initially 

developed by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988). The 

program utilizes the finite difference approach for simulating the groundwater flow and the impact 

of various source/sink configurations on the total hydraulic head distribution. The partial 

differential equation of flow assuming transient conditions is expressed as follows in Eq. 2.1 

(McDonald and Harbaugh 1988): 
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where Kxx, Kyy, Kzz are defined as saturated hydraulic conductivity along the x, y, and z coordinate 

axis (LT-1), h represents the potentiometric head (L), W is the volumetric flux per unit volume 

being pumped (T-1), Ss is the specific storage of the porous material (L-1), and t is the time (T). The 

modular three-dimensional transport model (MT3D) was initially developed by Zheng (1999). 

Mass-Transport 3D Multi-species (MT3DMS) is the most recent version of the MT3D model and 

has a broad set of options to simulate dispersion/diffusion, advection, and chemical reactions of 

contaminants in groundwater flow systems under general hydrogeological conditions. The partial 

differential equation for three-dimensional transport of contaminants is expressed in Eq. 2.2 as: 
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 (2.2) 

 

where C is the dissolved concentration in groundwater (ML-3), 𝜃 is the porosity of the subsurface 

medium, xi is the distance along the respective Cartesian coordinate axis (L), Dij is the 

hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient tensor (L2T-1), qs is the volumetric flow per unit volume of 

aquifer representing sources (positive) and sinks (negative) (T-1), Cs is the concentration of the 

sources or sinks flux (ML-3), Rk is chemical reaction term (ML-3T-1), and vi is linear pore water 

velocity (LT-1) that is related to the specific discharge (q) or Darcy flux through the relationship 

in Eq. 2.3: 
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𝑣 =
𝑞

𝜃
 (2.3) 

 

MODFLOW-2005 and MT3DMS engines were selected in the Visual MODFLOW Flex software 

to run the numerical model. 

 

2.2.2 Domain Configuration 

The numerical model included installing concrete pipe within the subsurface environment 

exposed to leakage of benzene from adjacent UST. The modeled three-dimensional domain was 

developed for the profile section illustrated in Figure 2.1. The pipe with an inner diameter (I.D.) 

of 0.38 m (1.25 ft) is located in a 0.9 m (3 ft) deep trench in which relatively high permeability 

bedding material and initial backfill are used. The trench is then backfilled by 0.9 m (3 ft) of native 

soils (sandy clay). 

The contamination source was considered to be a continuous source of aqueous benzene 

generated from a leaking UST. This scenario is an example of a gasoline service station located 

adjacent to commercial or residential property. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic of the site map being 

simulated in the analysis, including the UST location in a pit and the location of the contaminant 

source in relation to the subsurface concrete pipe. A finite-difference grid was constructed in 120, 

80, and 53 cells in the x, y, and z directions, respectively. Each cell was modeled to be 0.06 m (0.2 

ft) by 0.06 m (0.2 ft) and 0.06 m (0.2 ft) thick for the installed pipe in the trench and 0.305 m (1 

ft) by 0.305 m (1 ft) and 0.305 m (1 ft) thick elsewhere within the domain as shown in Figure 2.3. 

The model domain covered an area of 558 m2 (6000 ft2) with a length and width of 30.5 m (100 

ft) ×18.3 m (60 ft) and a cross-section depth of 12.2 m (40 ft).  
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The grid size was based on mesh sensitivity analysis whereby fine, medium, and coarse-

discretized mesh sizes were utilized to select the optimum mesh, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. 

Changing the coarse-mesh size to the medium-mesh size caused a 0.04% and 2.2% reduction in 

the total head and the benzene concentration, respectively, at “point A, as an example” (see Figure 

2.3). When changing the fine-mesh size to the medium-mesh size, negligible change (about 0.02% 

and 0.1% reduction in the total head and the benzene concentration, respectively) was observed. 

Thus, a medium-mesh size was used to perform the analyses, with the model domain having 

508,800 cells, as in Figure 2.3. This medium grid helps limit numerical dispersion during transport 

simulations. The flow and contaminant transport simulations were run for 20 years. 

 

2.2.3 Model Parameters 

The input properties used in the numerical model are listed in Table 2.1. Zones within the 

layers’ domain were assigned hydraulic conductivity (k) and effective porosity (ne) values based 

on the layer material type. These k and ne values are listed in Table 2.1, and the zones to which 

they are assigned are schematically shown in Figure 2.5. 

Scenarios representing “damaged and undamaged” gaskets are considered in this model, 

with three levels of pipe damage modeled using a range of equivalent hydraulic conductivity 

values. Values of hydraulic conductivity of damaged gasket are not found in the literature.  

However, the k-values of the gasket were compared to the k-values of the pipe such that the kgasket 

≤ kpipe, classified as a good gasket condition, and the kgasket > kpipe, classified as a damaged gasket 

condition. The three levels of damage to the gasket were therefore assumed as follows: (i) k value 

of low-level damage is 10-7 cm/s, (ii) k value of moderate-level damage is 10-5 cm/s, and (iii) k 

value of severe-level damage is 10-3 cm/s (Table 2.1). The concrete pipe is assumed to be in good 
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condition for these three scenarios of damaged gaskets. The term “damaged gasket” in this model 

refers to deformed, rolled, cracked, improper installation, improper alignment, or inadequate 

sealing at the joints. 

On the other hand, damaged and undamaged pipes are also considered in this analysis with 

three levels of damage as follows: (i) k value of low-level damage is 10-8 cm/s, (ii) k value of 

moderate-level damage is 10-6 cm/s, and (iii) k value of severe-level damage is 10-4 cm/s. The 

gasket is assumed to be in good condition for these three scenarios of the damaged pipe, albeit the 

pipe will be more exposed to contaminants since the pipe has a higher surface area. Two native 

soil type was also evaluated via varying the saturated hydraulic conductivity value of sandy soils 

and sandy clay soils, 10-3 cm/s, and 10-5 cm/s, respectively. 

Transport parameters are listed in Table 2.2, and they were based on data in the literature 

or assumed when such data did not exist (as in the case of the damaged gasket). Diffusion and 

advection parameters of the site soils with benzene contamination are applied in the analyses. 

However, based on the assumed model parameters, diffusion is not a significant factor in 

contaminant transport as indicated by the Peclet number (Np), having a value higher than 6 (Zheng 

and Bennett 1995). The value of the diffusion coefficient of benzene in water was assigned as 

8.4x10-5 m2/d (9.1x10-4 ft2/d) since the benzene is carried out with pore water in the soil media 

(EPA 2015). The partition coefficient (kd) was assigned as zero since no sorption process (i.e., 

retardation process) was accounted for in the model. The longitudinal dispersivity parameter was 

calculated based on the following Eq. 2.4 (Neuman 1990): 

 

∝𝐿= 0.0175 𝐿1.46 (2.4) 
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where L is the size of the domain in x-direction, and ∝𝐿 is the longitudinal dispersivity, which is 

in this case 2.75 m (9 ft). A transverse dispersivity was assumed to be 30 % of the longitudinal 

dispersivity, and the vertical dispersivity was assumed to be 5 % of the longitudinal dispersivity 

(ASTM 1994). 

 

2.2.4 Boundary Conditions 

The boundary conditions of the model are listed in Table 2.3 and shown in Figures 2.3 and 

2.5. The bottom boundary was treated as a no-flow condition, as it was assumed that there was no 

vertical flow through an impermeable material underlying the sandy clay. Constant head 

boundaries were used in the west and east boundaries of the model domain and were defined as 

12.5 m (41 ft) at the western boundary and 12.2 m (40 ft) at the eastern boundary for a cross-site 

gradient of 1%. The northern and southern model boundaries were set to no-flow conditions (i.e., 

no flux and zero hydraulic gradients) (Figure 2.3). A drain boundary was applied at the southern 

end of the pipe to allow the outflow through the pipe from the model domain (Figure 2.5). This 

flow is driven by the difference between the head in the aquifer and drain elevation. The pipe was 

assumed to flow half full. Thus, the total head inside the pipe is represented by the elevation 

corresponding to the mid-height of the pipe (10.7 m). This configuration models drained condition 

inside the pipe (i.e., no built-up of pressure head is allowed).   

The contamination source was designated as a point leak at the base of the underground 

storage tank (Figure 2.5). The contamination mechanism in this model is a source of aqueous phase 

that may occur due to the presence of the free product in contact with the water phase. Therefore, 

a specified flux boundary condition was applied at the base of the UST (3.7 m below ground 

surface), assuming the flux rate of aqueous benzene equal to 0.02 m/d. The data of benzene 
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concentration in groundwater were compiled from many sites in North Carolina. The highest 

benzene concentration in groundwater was 21.1 mg/L (based on the measurements obtained from 

a site located at 1707 Lejeune Boulevard, Jacksonville, NC). This benzene concentration was 

assigned to the leak point in the model (Figure 2.5). 

 

2.2.5 Model Solution Approach 

For numerically solving the advection-dispersion transport equation, Central Finite 

Difference (CFD) solution algorithm was used. The CFD method does not show mathematical 

dispersion problems like the Upstream Finite Difference (UFD) method, but the CFD method is 

susceptible to excessive artificial oscillations in advection-dominated problems (Visual 

MODFLOW User’s manual 2018). The Generalized Conjugate Gradient (GCG) Solver was used, 

which employs an implicit approach to solve the finite difference equations and converges faster 

than the explicit solution method (Zheng and Bennett 2002). A nonlinear time step was used such 

that the head multiplier was assigned as “1.1” to speed up the numerical. Since the advection 

process dominated the contaminant transport mechanism, the effective porosity option was chosen 

for adjusting the solver setting such that the diffusion into and out of dead-end pore spaces can be 

considered negligible.  

 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Head Distribution  

The simulated steady-state flow was conducted for 20 years, with the total head distribution 

within the domain shown in Figure 2.6. The flow direction is from the high constant head boundary 

(12.5 m) to a low constant head boundary (12.2 m) under the hydraulic gradient of 1%. The total 
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head inside the pipe is equal to the elevation head, and there is no build-up of the pressure head as 

designated by “blue color” in Figure 2.6 (i.e., drained condition inside the pipe). The results 

showed no discernible impact with the presence of the subsurface trench on the general total head 

distribution throughout the entire system as the hydraulic conductivity values for the native soils 

and most of the trench backfill are similar in magnitude. The total head distribution within the 

domain is used in the contaminant transport analyses. 

 

2.3.2 Contaminant Distribution 

The simulated contaminated soil and groundwater with the subsurface drainage concrete 

pipe adjacent to the leaking UST at 20-years of simulation time is shown in Figure. 2.7. This 

section view shows the distribution of the transported aqueous phase benzene concentration within 

the domain. As can be seen in Figure. 2.7, the plume size expanded with time and migrated 

downstream through the subsurface domain, conforming to the west-east dominant flow regime 

with 1% gradient across the site. The benzene concentration in groundwater decreased as the 

transport distance increased. The analyses result with the effect of native soils type, gasket material 

condition, pipe material condition, and pipe size were analyzed and discussed in the following 

sections: 

 

2.3.2.1 Effect of Native Soil Type 

The migration of benzene through subsurface domain supporting subsurface concrete pipe 

was modeled with two native soil types to provide a better understanding of the effect of the native 

soils on the contaminant transport regime with the installation of pipe in a contaminated area. 

There is no benzene concentration detected through the intact pipe and intact gaskets (base case) 
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for both native soils, 10-3 cm/s and 10-5 cm/s, within 20 years. Accordingly, no mass of benzene 

ingress into the gasket, and the pipe was observed from the analyses. The plume contacted the pipe 

wall in the trench, but did not break through the pipe wall since the plume is subjected to the 

advection process and slowly moves laterally. The benzene concentration and mass transported 

into the damaged gaskets and damaged pipe with sandy soils (10-3 cm/s) and sandy clay soils (10-

5 cm/s) are discussed in the following sections. 

 

2.3.2.2 Effect of Gasket Material Condition 

As mentioned earlier, the damaged gaskets and pipes were modeled with three levels of 

damage by assuming a relatively high coefficient of hydraulic conductivity compared to the value 

assumed for the undamaged gaskets and pipes (Table 2.1). The benzene concentration 

breakthrough with time for three different levels of damage to the gaskets under two different 

native soils (sandy soils; ksoil =10-3 cm/s, and sandy clay soils; ksoil =10-5 cm/s) is shown in Figure 

2.8. No aqueous phase benzene was detected above the Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) at t 

= 20 years for the three levels of damaged gasket for the case of native soil having saturated 

hydraulic conductivity of 10-5 cm/s (sandy clay soils). In this case, the aqueous phase benzene will 

be preferentially transported through the higher hydraulic conductivity layers and upward toward 

the backfill. The benzene concentration started to break through the severely damaged gaskets 

when the native soil was sandy soils (ksoil = 10-3 cm/s) at the approximately 1-year period with a ~ 

0.2 μg/L. The benzene concentration was permeated through the three levels of the damaged 

gaskets at an approximately 2-year period, followed by an increase in the benzene concentration 

with time. However, the concentrations at 20 years were below the MCL. 
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The results were compiled as the mass of benzene in the aqueous phase flowing out of the 

pipe over the simulation time. Figure 2.9 shows the mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe, as a 

function of time, for three levels of damage to the gaskets assumed herein and under two different 

native soils type. The total mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe (Mt) was estimated from Eq. 

2.5 as follows: 

 

𝑀𝑡 = ∑ 𝐶𝑖.𝐿𝑖 .
𝐴𝑃

2

𝑛

𝑖
 (2.5) 

 

where Ci is the average concentration of each slice, Li is the length of each slice, and Ap is the 

saturated area of the pipe; assumed to be half the cross-section of the pipe with the pipe flowing 

half full. There was no mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe at t = 20 years for the three levels 

of damaged gasket under sandy clay soil condition (ksoil = 10-5 cm/s). When the native soil was 

sandy soils (ksoil = 10-3 cm/s), the mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe increased to nearly 33 

mg, 600 mg, and 660 mg over the 20-year simulation time for the low, moderate, and severe 

damaged gaskets cases, respectively (Figure 2.9). 

 

2.3.2.3 Effect of Pipe Material Condition 

In comparison, the simulated scenarios for the different levels of damaged pipe are shown 

in Figure 2.10. For the three levels of damaged pipe with ksoil =10-5 cm/s (sandy clay soils), the 

concentration of the aqueous phase benzene detected at the 20 years was below the MCL. The 

aqueous phase benzene concentration began to permeate through all damaged pipe levels at an 

approximately 1-year period when ksoil = 10-3 cm/s (sandy soils). This breakthrough is followed by 

a dramatic increase in the concentrations with time. The concentrations at 20 years approximately 
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reached the MCL. The overall breakthrough of aqueous phase benzene concentrations for the 

scenarios of damaged pipe levels is significantly higher than the breakthrough of aqueous phase 

benzene concentrations for damaged gasket levels. The reason is associated with the larger surface 

area for the pipe compared to the gaskets. 

The mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe with time for three levels of damage to the 

pipe under two different native soil types (10-3 cm/s and 10-5 cm/s) is shown in Figure 2.11. The 

mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe at t = 20 years for the low, moderate, severe damaged 

pipe under ksoil = 10-5 cm/s are 189, 245, and 344 mg, respectively. For ksoil of 10-3 cm/s, the mass 

of benzene flowing out of the pipe ranged approximately from 780 to 920 mg. The mass of benzene 

for the scenarios of damaged pipe levels is higher than the mass of benzene for the scenarios of 

damaged gasket levels. 

 

2.3.2.4 Effect of Pipe Size 

The results of the simulated damaged pipe levels with two pipe sizes of 15 inches and 27 

inches, installed in sandy soils (ksoil = 10-3 cm/s) are shown in Figure 2.12. The aqueous phase 

benzene concentrations at the 20 years for all cases were below the MCL. A comparison of the 

two pipe size results reveals that benzene concentration breakthrough the smaller pipe size (15 

inches vs. 27 inches) was slightly higher. The reason can be attributed to the larger amount of 

contaminant concentration, which circumvents the smaller pipe size, causing higher benzene 

diffusion into the pipe. The benzene concentration started to break through the damaged pipe levels 

with two pipe sizes at an approximately 1-year period, followed by an increase in the 

concentrations with time. 
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The mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe with time for three levels of damage to the 

pipe under two different pipe sizes (15 inches and 27 inches) is shown in Figure 2.13. The mass 

of benzene flowing out of the pipe for 20-year simulation for the low, moderate, severe damaged 

pipe under pipe size of 15 inches were 756, 832, and 917 mg, respectively. In comparison, for the 

pipe size of 27 inches, the mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe was 707, 754, and 915 mg. The 

mass of benzene for 15 inches pipe size scenarios is slightly higher than the mass of benzene for 

27 inches pipe size scenarios. 

 

2.4 Summary and Conclusion 

Modeling was conducted to evaluate benzene breaking through the subsurface drainage 

concrete pipe. The concentration of benzene breaking through the pipe and the mass of benzene 

flowing out of the pipe were quantified. Visual MODFLOW Flex software was used for the 

transport, assuming a leaking UST with adjacent subsurface concrete pipe installed in site initially 

not contaminated. Modeling was conducted for 20 years, and various scenarios of two native soil 

types (sandy soils and sandy clay soils), gaskets condition, pipe condition, and pipe size were 

evaluated. Based on the results from the study herein, the following conclusions are advanced: 

• No benzene concentrations breakthrough the subsurface concrete pipe in the intact pipe 

and intact gaskets scenario for 20-year simulation under two native soil types (sandy soils 

and sandy clay soils). 

• The breakthrough of benzene concentrations into the subsurface concrete pipe is dependent 

on the native soil type. Given the analysis parameters, there was no benzene estimated 

within the pipe with the damaged gaskets 20-year simulation scenarios under sandy clay 

soils (ksoil = 10-7 m/s). In this case, solute transported upwardly into the backfill soil with 
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the higher k-value. Thus, the damaged gasket should not be a concern when the native soils 

have low hydraulic conductivity (k ≤ 10-7 m/s). 

• The estimated benzene concentrations for damaged pipe scenarios with sandy clay soil (ksoil 

=10-7 m/s) were below the MCL for the 20-year simulation. In the case of sandy soils (ksoil 

= 10-5 m/s), concentrations reached the MCL for 20-year simulation in the case of the 

damaged pipe. 

• The total mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe over the 20-year simulation time reached 

660 mg and 920 mg for a severely damaged gasket with sandy soils case and severely 

damaged pipe with sandy soils case, respectively. 

• The highest potential of benzene concentration breaking through the pipe, and the mass of 

benzene flowing out of the pipe, was when the damaged pipe was quantified, rather than 

the damaged gasket case. The reason is associated with the larger surface area through 

which breakthrough occurs. Thus, the damage to the pipe is more critical compared to the 

damage to the gaskets, for the occurrence of contamination breakthrough the subsurface 

pipe. 

• The size of the concrete pipe affects the level of contamination breaking through the pipe. 

As the concrete pipe size increased, the benzene getting through the pipe slightly decreased. 
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Tables: 

 

 

Table 2.1. Model properties. 

Material 
Parameter value 

Reference 
kx=ky=kz (cm/s) ne 

Native soils-1 (Sandy soils) 1x10-3 0.5 - 

Native soils-2 (Sandy clay soils) 1x10-5 0.5 Fetter (2001) 

Initial backfill 0.5 0.32 Geotechdata (2013) 

Final backfill sandy clay 1.5x10-3 0.55 Freeze and Cherry (1979) 

Bedding material 1 0.38 Geotechdata (2013) 

Pea gravel 0.1 0.4 Geotechdata (2013) 

Good pipe 3x10-9 0.1 Smyl et al. (2016) 

Low-damaged pipe 1x10-8 0.1 Smyl et al. (2016) 

Moderate-damaged pipe 1x10-6 0.1 - 

Severe-damaged pipe 1x10-4 0.15 - 

Good gasket 1x10-9 0.1 - 

Low-damaged gasket 1x10-7 0.1 - 

Moderate-damaged gasket 1 x10-5 0.1 - 

Severe-damaged gasket 1x10-3 0.1 - 

Flow inside the pipe 10 0.99 - 
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Table 2.2. Transport parameters used in the model. 

Parameters Value Reference 

Longitudinal dispersion, m (ft) 2.75 (9) Neuman (1990) 

Horizontal/long dispersion 0.3 ASTM (1994) 

Vertical/long dispersion 0.05 ASTM (1994) 

Diffusion coefficient of benzene in water, m2/d (ft2/d) 8.4x10-5 (9.1x10-4) EPA (2015) 
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Table 2.3. The boundary conditions of the model. 

Package Parameters Value 

Constant Head Boundary West CHB, m (ft) 12.5 (41) 

Constant Head Boundary East CHB, m (ft) 12.2 (40) 

Specified Flux Concentration, mg/L 21.1 

Specified Flux Flux, m/d (ft/d) 0.02 (0.075) 

Drain Drain elevation, m (ft) 10.7 (35.1) 

Drain Drain conductance, m2/d (ft2/d) 1 (0.09) 
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Figures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Profile section for installed drainage concrete pipe in a trench. 
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Figure 2.2. Map site showing the UST location in a pit, contaminant source point, the subsurface 

concrete pipe location, and the groundwater flow direction. 
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Figure 2.3. Plan view of MODFLOW grid and model design. 
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Figure 2.4. Mesh sensitivity analyses showing the total head and benzene concentration as a 

function of the number of cells (grid sizes). 
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Figure 2.5. Cross-section view of MODFLOW grid and model design. 
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Figure 2.6. Map view for steady-state simulation of the total head distribution (in m) for 20 

years. 
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Figure 2.7. Cross-section view for transported aqueous phase benzene concentration (in mg/L) at 

20 years. 
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Figure 2.8. Peak aqueous phase benzene concentration detected inside the pipe for the damaged 

gasket level, as a function of time with two different native soil types: (i) sandy soils; 

ksoil =10-3 cm/s, and (ii) sandy clay soils; ksoil =10-5 cm/s.  
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Figure 2.9. The total mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe from the damaged gasket level, as 

a function of time with two different native soil types: (i) sandy soils; ksoil =10-3 

cm/s, and (ii) sandy clay soils; ksoil =10-5 cm/s. 
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Figure 2.10. Peak aqueous phase benzene concentration detected inside the pipe for the damaged 

pipe level, as a function of time with two different native soil types: (i) sandy soils; 

ksoil =10-3 cm/s, and (ii) sandy clay soils; ksoil =10-5 cm/s. 
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Figure 2.11. The total mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe from the damaged pipe level, as a 

function of time with two different native soil types: (i) sandy soils; ksoil =10-3 cm/s, 

and (ii) sandy clay soils; ksoil =10-5 cm/s. 
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Figure 2.12. Peak aqueous phase benzene concentration detected inside the pipe for the damaged 

pipe level, as a function of time with two different pipe sizes: (i) pipe size=15 inches, 

and (ii) pipe size=27 inches. 
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Figure 2.13. The total mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe from the damaged pipe level, as a 

function of time, with two different pipe sizes: (i) pipe size=15 inches, and (ii) pipe 

size=27 inches. 
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CHAPTER 3. ASSESSMENT OF MITIGATION MEASURES AGAINST BENZENE 

BREAKTHROUGH INTO SUBSURFACE CONCRETE PIPE 

The contents of this chapter have been published as follows. 
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Abstract 

Work in this paper investigates the efficacy of mitigation measures to minimize the contaminant 

ingress into subsurface concrete pipes. The 3-D study model of the concrete pipe and the soil 

domain are implemented in Visual MODFLOW. The site parameters are developed from data for 

a site in Jacksonville, North Carolina, at which subsurface contamination occurred in the presence 

of subsurface concrete drainage pipe. Modeling results indicate that, after 20 years, the installation 

of a clay barrier reduces the concentration of benzene within the pipe by 22% compared to no clay 

barrier case. In comparison, the use of flowable fill leads to a 99.9% reduction in the concentration 

of benzene breaking through the pipe, and the use of anti-seep collar leads to a 60% reduction in 

the concentration of benzene. The natural hydraulic gradient of the site affects the level of 

contamination breaking through the pipe with a smaller breakthrough mass with lower site 

hydraulic gradients. Additional research is needed to obtain data on the efficacy of the studied 

mitigation measures through field implementation and performance monitoring with time. Such 

field implementation and monitoring studies are needed on concrete pipes and mitigation measures 

installed in saturated and unsaturated subsurface soil profiles. 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Subsurface utilities and drainage pipes are annually installed by Departments of 

Transportation (DOT) across the United States, along the Right-of-Way (ROW). A portion of the 

ROW might be contaminated with the presence of contamination not known before the excavation 

and installation, or contamination may occur after installation. Potential sources of contamination 

include leakage from abandoned or operational Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) in the 

proximity of the road improvement site. This leakage leads to the soil and groundwater 
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contamination with potential mass breaking through the subsurface drainage pipes. In this case, 

the concrete pipe will act as a conduit for the transport of the breakthrough benzene mass and 

further contaminate the subsurface and surface environments.  

Among the various classes of contaminants, petroleum-based products (gasoline-range 

organics) are released from reported 555,384 USTs leakage incidents in the U.S. (EPA 2019). 

Gasoline-range organic liquids, including Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, and Xylene (BTEX), 

which are commonly found at contaminated sites with USTs. Groundwater contamination and its 

impact on drinking water wells or aquifers, and approaches to mitigate such impact have received 

significant attention by researchers and regulatory agencies over the past three decades (e.g., Gabr 

et al. 1996; He et al. 2009; Saghravani et al. 2011; Ghoraba et al. 2013; An et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 

2014). At the same time, several laboratory evaluations of contaminant migration through different 

types of polymeric materials were conducted (Ong et al. 2008; Mao et al. 2010; Mao et al. 2011). 

To the authors' knowledge, no specific studies in literature are available regarding the field-

scale rate and magnitude of benzene breakthrough subsurface drainage concrete pipes. 

Furthermore, there is no information available in the literature that demonstrates the efficacy of 

the potential mitigation measures against benzene breakthrough into the subsurface concrete pipe. 

Generally, some field installations utilize anti-seep collars with drainage concrete pipes to direct 

the seepage flow away from the pipe corridor. There are other potential measures for mitigating 

contaminant ingress; these include clay barrier and flowable fill, albeit these are not commonly 

used with subsurface concrete pipe for mitigation of breakthrough contamination into subsurface 

concrete pipes. Rather, clay barriers are used in waste containment structures (Rowe et al. 1995; 

Gaucher et al. 2004), and flowable fill is used for backfilling utility trenches (Walker and Ash 

1998). Even though the measures of clay barriers, flowable fill, and the anti-seep collar are not 
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mainly used for contaminant breakthrough mitigation in subsurface concrete pipes installations, 

these measures provide the benefit of directing the flow away from the pipe and, therefore, can be 

effective in these situations.  

The analyses presented herein are used to assess the potential of benzene breakthrough 

subsurface concrete pipe with rubber gaskets and investigate the efficacy of potential mitigation 

measures in reducing such breakthrough. Specifically, the objectives of this study are as follows: 

(i) assessing the rate, and mass of potential benzene breakthrough subsurface concrete pipe with 

gaskets when located at a site with occurring benzene contamination, and (ii) assessing the efficacy 

of three mitigation measures (clay barrier, flowable fill, and anti-seep collar) in reducing such rate 

and total mass of such breakthrough. The 3-D modeling and analyses are conducted using Visual 

MODFLOW by Waterloo Hydrogeologic, which implements a finite difference numerical scheme. 

Data from a site in North Carolina, where the gasoline leakage from the USTs was detected at a 

site with subsurface concrete drainage pipe, were used to obtain representative input parameters 

and geometrical configuration of the model domain. The analyses results are comparatively 

analyzed and discussed. 

 

3.2 Methodology 

This study describes the modeling of the gasoline leakage generated from the USTs at a 

gas station located in Jacksonville, NC, the associated parameters characterization, and the results 

of the analyses. This work assesses the efficacy of the mitigation measures to reduce contaminant 

breakthrough the subsurface concrete pipe. One contaminant group of concern is BETX 

compounds that may adversely affect the environment during the long-term operation of the 

subsurface pipe and installed polymeric gaskets. Among BTEX compounds, benzene was selected 
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in the study as the contaminant because of its prevalence within the ROW or it being adjacent to 

the transportation corridors; it also represents the petroleum-based hydrocarbons category. Visual 

MODFLOW software was used to simulate a gasoline spill site with an adjacent drainage concrete 

pipe placed in the trench under saturated soil conditions. The modeling approach is based on the 

finite-difference numerical scheme. The results section includes assessing the contaminant 

concentration and mass transported through the pipe once the breakthrough occurs and assess the 

efficacy of mitigation measures. These mitigation measures included a clay barrier to line the pipe 

trench, installing flowable fill around the pipe within the trench, and installing a series of anti-seep 

collars. The assessment results are presented and discussed. 

 

3.3 Site Description 

The study site is located on Western Boulevard in Jacksonville, Onslow County, North 

Carolina, where gasoline leakage was detected in monitoring wells (MW) near the subsurface 

concrete pipe. The subsurface drainage concrete pipe is installed in a trench adjacent to the gas 

station, as shown in Figure 3.1, and leakage led to the contamination of the underlying soil layers. 

The information on the site presented in this study is from reports by Delta (2000), Antea (2016), 

and Terracon (2018). The subject site sits within the Atlantic Coastal Plain geologic Province of 

North Carolina. Subsurface utilities are located on the westerly side of the right-of-way adjacent 

to the gas station and include natural gas, water, and sewer pipelines. Water lines are buried 0.9 m 

(3 ft) -deep and are 0.2 m (0.7 ft) in diameter while sewer lines are buried 1.2 m (3.9 ft) -deep and 

are 0.3 m (1 ft) in diameter. Most of the utilities are located 0.6 m (2 ft) - 1.7 m (5.6 ft) below the 

ground surface. 
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Site soils are described as moderate to well-drained silt and silty clay to a depth of 

approximately 0.9 m (3 ft) below the ground surface. The silty clay is underlain by clay to a depth 

of about 2.4 m (8 ft) and then sandy clay, clayey sand or silty clay to a depth of about 3 m (10 ft). 

The depth to the seasonal water table ranged from 0.6 m (2 ft) to 1.8 m (6 ft). According to reported 

results from slug testing (Delta 2000), the hydraulic conductivity of the geologic material ranged 

from 6.2x10-7 m/s (2x10-6 ft/s) to 9.1x10-7 m/s (3x10-6 ft/s) with an average value of 7.3x10-7 m/s 

(2.4x10-6 ft/s). The groundwater flow is toward the northeast direction, with an average natural 

hydraulic gradient of 1%. Figure 3.1 (Antea 2016) shows the site map with the location of the gas 

station and the locations of the MWs. Also indicated in Figure 3.1 are the groundwater flow 

direction, the estimated horizontal extent of the benzene plume in the groundwater, and model 

domain dimensions as simulated herein. The reports by Antea (2016), and Terracon (2018), 

presented that benzene persisted at concentrations above the Gross Contaminant Levels (GCLs), 

and also they reported the petroleum hydrocarbon as a free product thickness of 0.46 m (1.5 ft) at 

the MW-12. The location of the MW-12 is nearby the stormwater drainage pipe. BTEX 

compounds were reported at boring P43-SB-05 (Figure 3.1) with a solid phase concentration of 

3207 mg/kg (Terracon 2018). 

 

3.4 Model Development 

3.4.1 Governing Equations 

The groundwater flow model MODFLOW (Harbaugh 2005) coupled with a Mass-

Transport Three-Dimensional Multi-species (MT3DMS) is commonly used for modeling the 

hydraulic head distribution and the contamination transport. MODFLOW employs the finite 

difference approach that requires the aquifer to be discretized into grid cells vertically and laterally 
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with uniform properties within each cell for solving the groundwater flow equation. The partial 

differential equation of flow assuming transient conditions is expressed in Eq. (3.1): 

𝜕
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) − 𝑊 = 𝑆𝑠

𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝑡
 (3.1) 

where kx, ky, kz are defined as saturated hydraulic conductivity along the x, y, and z coordinate axis 

(LT-1); h is the hydraulic head (L); Ss is the specific storage of the aquifer (L-1); W is the volumetric 

flux per unit volume being pumped (T-1); t is the time (T). The output of MODFLOW simulation, 

such as groundwater flow rates, hydraulic head, and sources/sinks flow rates, is used by MT3DMS 

(Prommer et al. 2003; Mao et al. 2006). MT3DMS has a comprehensive set of options to simulate 

advection, dispersion, diffusion, and contaminant chemical reactions in the groundwater flow 

systems under general hydrogeological conditions (Zheng and Wang 1999). The partial differential 

equation for three-dimensional transport of contaminants is expressed in Eq. (3.2): 
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(𝛳𝑣𝑖𝐶) + 𝑞𝑠𝐶𝑠 + ∑ 𝑅𝑘

𝑁

𝑘=1

 (3.2) 

where C is the concentration dissolved in groundwater (ML-3); Cs is the sources or sinks flux 

concentration (ML-3); ϴ is the subsurface medium porosity; xi is the distance along the respective 

Cartesian coordinate axis (L); qs is the volumetric flow per unit volume of aquifer representing 

sources (positive) and sinks (negative) (T-1); Dij is the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient tensor 

(L2T-1); t is time (T); Rk is the chemical reaction term (ML-3T-1); vi is the average linear velocity 

(LT-1), which is related to the Darcy flux or specific discharge (q), as presented in Eq. (3.3): 

𝑣𝑖 =
𝑞

𝜃
 (3.3) 
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3.4.2 Conceptualization, Model Domain, and Mesh Design 

The numerical model was used to simulate the released benzene from the leakage with an 

adjacent drainage concrete pipe under saturated soil conditions. The 3D domain was established 

following the section profile illustrated in Figure 3.2. The concrete pipe with an internal diameter 

of 0.38 m (1.2 ft) is placed in a 0.9 m (3 ft) deep trench in which sandy gravel as bedding materials 

and sandy soil as initial backfill are used. The trench is then backfilled by 0.9 m (3 ft) of native 

soils (sandy clay) as the final top backfill (Alhomair et al. 2019). 

A schematic sketch of the model configuration is presented in Figure 3.3. The discretized 

model domain was constructed using 124, 88, and 52 cells in the x, y, and z directions, respectively. 

Each cell was modeled to be 0.06 m (0.2 ft) by 0.06 m (0.2 ft) and 0.06 m (0.2 ft) thick for the 

installed concrete pipe and gasket in the trench (finer mesh density) and 0.3 m (1 ft) by 0.3 m (1 

ft) and 0.3 m (1 ft) thick elsewhere within the domain (Figure 3.3). This mesh size was used based 

on the mesh sensitivity analysis with the model domain having 567,424 cells. The model domain 

encompassed an area of 558 m2 (6000 ft2) with a length of 30.5 m (100 ft) and a width of 18.3 m 

(60 ft) and a cross-section depth of 12.2 m (40 ft). 

The model domain's length of 30.5 m (100 ft) was selected to encompass the area with the 

highest benzene concentrations (MW-4 and MW-12), according to Delta (2000), and Antea (2016). 

The boundary effects are minimized with the domain dimension in the x-direction. The domain 

dimension of 18.3 m (60 ft) along the y-direction has seven gaskets that are spaced to 2.4 m (8 ft) 

apart along the drainage concrete pipe. For the cross-section in the z-direction, the model depth of 

12.2 m (40 ft) encompasses the vertical extent of the plume. The field sampling by Delta (2000) 

showed that the vertical extent of the benzene concentration did not exceed 6.1 m (20 ft) from the 

level of the ground surface at the MW-4 (indicated in Figure 3.3). However, the deeper domain 
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was modeled to minimize the influence of the base boundary where flow through an impermeable 

material underlying the native soils is not imposed. The groundwater flow was considered to occur 

under constant head boundaries to simplify the impact of flow change on the contaminant transport 

for 7300 days (20 years). There were no conditions within the model domain area that have 

influenced or are influencing the groundwater flow, causing transient conditions such as pumping 

wells. 

 

3.5 Model Parameters 

3.5.1 Hydraulic Parameters 

The flow properties used in the numerical model are listed in Table 1. Zones within the 

layers' domain were assigned hydraulic conductivity (k), effective porosity (ne), and bulk density 

(ρb) values based on the type of the material. These k, ne, and ρb values are listed in Table 1, and 

the zones to which these properties are assigned are schematically depicted in Figure 3.3. The 

boring log data within the model domain area showed that the surficial aquifer sediments are a 

relatively uniform silty clay from the ground surface to a depth of 1.37 m (4.5 ft), and then changes 

to sandy clay having an approximate effective porosity of 0.33. However, the sandy clay native 

soil was assumed to be homogenous. The hydraulic conductivity of native soil was obtained from 

the slug test at the MW-4 (Figure 3.1), which is 7.3x10-7 m/s (2.4x10-6 ft/s). Results from such 

testing provide a k-value that is dominated by horizontal flow and, therefore, is considered to be 

equivalent to horizontal hydraulic conductivity (kh). The vertical hydraulic conductivity (kv) is 

considered to be lower by a factor of 2 (i.e., anisotropic values are used in the analyses) as 

suggested by Bagarello et al. (2009), and Qiu and Wang (2015). Using the hydraulic conductivity, 

effective porosity, and hydraulic gradient, the groundwater seepage velocity was calculated at 
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3.7x10-8 m/s (1.2x10-7 ft/s). In this analysis, pipe and gaskets are considered to be intact over the 

20 years of simulation time. The hydraulic conductivity value for the intact gasket was assumed 

to be 1.0x10-11 m/s (3.3x10-11 ft/s) (Table 1), which is the same k-value for the intact concrete 

(Smyl et al. 2016). While there is information in the literature on the hydraulic conductivity of the 

concrete material for the intact pipes, such information is not available for the various types of 

gasket materials. The input parameters, therefore, were not specific to a given type of gasket; 

instead, the hydraulic conductivity of the intact gasket was assumed to be equal to that of the intact 

concrete. 

 

3.5.2 Contaminant Transport Parameters 

The contamination mechanism in the model is a source of aqueous phase that occurs 

because of the existence of a free product in contact with the water phase, as site data indicated 

the free product was floating on the water table (detected at the MW-12). In 2000, the highest 

concentration of benzene in groundwater was 19,100 µg/L (Delta 2000). This concentration was 

based on measurements at the MW-4, in the vicinity of the installed concrete pipe. The simulation 

time run starts in the year 2000. The initial distribution of benzene concentration was assigned in 

the model with an area of 14 m (46 ft) x 13.7 m (45 ft) and a depth of 3.6 m (11.8 ft) (Figure 3.3). 

The distribution of benzene concentration was developed by tracing the approximated contours in 

the horizontal and the vertical extent of the plume at the MW-4 that was reported by Delta (2000), 

as indicated in Figure 3.3. 

Transport parameters were developed based on the information in literature. These 

transport parameters are listed in Table 2. Advection and diffusion processes were considered in 

the transport model. However, based on the given model parameters, diffusion did not represent a 
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significant mode of transport, as indicated by the Peclet number (Np) having a value greater than 

6 (Zheng and Bennett 1995). The diffusion coefficient value of benzene in water (D) was assigned 

as 9.5x10-5 m2/d (1.0x10-3 ft2/d) (GSI Environmental 2014). The longitudinal dispersivity 

parameter was estimated based on Eq. (3.4) (Neuman 1990): 

∝𝐿= 0.0175 𝐿1.46 (3.4) 

where L is the domain size in the x-direction, and ∝L is the longitudinal dispersivity, which is, in 

this case, 2.75 m (9 ft). ASTM (1994) recommended that transverse dispersivity (∝T) be 30% of 

the value of longitudinal dispersivity and the vertical dispersivity (∝v) to be 5% of the value of 

longitudinal dispersivity (Table 2). 

Linear equilibrium-controlled sorption isotherm (equilibrium-controlled) was selected for 

the study model. Following such an assumption, the concentration of the contaminant sorbed onto 

the porous medium (solid-phase) is linearly proportional to the concentration of the contaminant 

dissolved in the aqueous phase. Adsorption of the organic chemical onto the solid-phase is defined 

by the soil-water partition coefficient (kd). In order to calculate the kd of the benzene, the organic 

carbon partition coefficient (koc) of 85 mL/g was used in the analysis (Shores et al. 2017). The 

partitioning of benzene onto the soil particles is a function of the organic carbon fraction (foc) 

present in the soil. The typical foc of 0.1% of sandy clay soil was applied in the analysis based on 

the reported range from 0.04% to 1.4% in the coastal plain regions of North Carolina, where the 

Jacksonville site is located (Deiss et al. 2017). Accordingly, the kd value was calculated as follows 

in Eq. (3.5): 

𝑘𝑑 = 𝑘𝑜𝑐𝑓𝑜𝑐 (3.5) 
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The calculated kd is 0.085 mL/g. The kd value of 8.5x10-11 L/μg was assigned in the model (Table 

2). This partitioning (kd) leads to the slowdown of the aqueous phase transport, and it is integrated 

into the MT3DMS transport model through the utilization of a retardation factor. 

This analysis also accounted for the decay or degradation of the contaminant (chemical 

reaction term) due to natural attenuation (e.g., biochemical redox processes). Borden et al. (1997) 

reported a range for the rate of anaerobic biodegradation of benzene values at Sampson County, 

NC, which is between 0.0006 – 0.0014 d-1. These values were reported for anaerobic 

biodegradation of benzene that coincided with modeled saturated conditions in this study. The 

first-order reaction values were specified as 10-5 d-1 for the surficial sandy soils near the source 

(Table 2), and as 0 d-1 for the deep sandy soils far from the source (i.e., assumed negligible). It 

should be mentioned the reaction generally occurs at the same pace in both phases, and the various 

natural degradation processes in the subsurface are usually more complicated than that delineated 

by the first-order irreversible rate reaction (Zheng and Wang 1999). 

 

3.5.3 Boundary Conditions 

Constant head boundaries were applied at the west and east ends of the model domain. 

They were defined as 12.5 m (41 ft) at the western boundary of the domain and 12.2 m (40 ft) at 

the eastern boundary of the domain (Figure 3.3) for a cross-site gradient of 1%. A drain boundary 

was applied at the southern end of the pipe to conduct the flow inside the pipe from the back to the 

front face (Figure 3.3). This flow is driven by the difference between the aquifer head and the drain 

elevation head. The concrete pipe was assumed to flow half full. Therefore, the head inside the 

pipe is represented by the elevation corresponding to the mid-height of the concrete pipe, which is 
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10.7 m (35.1 ft). This configuration represents a drained condition inside the pipe (i.e., no built-up 

of pressure head is permitted). 

 

3.6 Mitigation Measures  

The mitigation measures investigated in this study include: (i) a clay barrier that is lining the trench 

pipe (shown in Figure 3.4), (ii) flowable fill used along the entire pipe trench (shown in Figure 

3.5), and (iii) anti-seep collar at discrete locations within the trench (shown in Figure 3.6).  

 

3.6.1 Clay barrier 

A clay barrier is constructed by lining the trench with low hydraulic conductivity soil to 

cut off the contaminant transport pathway and alter the transport direction away from the pipe. In 

this study, the clay soils were placed between the trench and the native soils, as shown in Figure 

3.4. The length of the clay barrier was set at 18.3 m (60 ft), which is the pipe length in the model. 

The permeability coefficient of the clay barrier was set at 1.0x10-9 m/s (3.3x10-9 ft/s) (Li et al. 

2017), and the thickness was set at 0.3 m (1 ft). The k, ne, and ρb values of the clay barrier are listed 

in Table 1. In this scenario, constant head boundaries were applied at the west and east ends of the 

model domain. They were defined as 12.5 m (41 ft) at the western boundary of the domain and 

12.2 m (40 ft) at the eastern boundary of the domain for a cross-site gradient of 1%. 

 

3.6.2 Flowable fill 

Flowable fill is a cementitious slurry consisting of a mixture of portland cement, fine 

aggregate or filler, water, sodium bentonite clay, and pozzolanic materials such as fly ash. The 

idea of the flowable fill is used to restrict the seepage and migration of contaminants in 
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groundwater (D'Appolonia 1980; Rowe 1988; Grube 1992). Flowable fill has a high range of 

hydraulic conductivity values based on the ingredients of the mixture. However, the parameters of 

the flowable fill used in this study are from Deng and Tikalsky (2008) (Table 1). A flowable fill 

placed during the installation of a subsurface concrete pipe in the field is shown in Figure 3.5. In 

this scenario, constant head boundaries were also applied at the west and east ends of the model 

domain and were defined as 12.5 m (41 ft) at the western boundary of the domain and 12.2 m (40 

ft) at the eastern boundary of the domain for a cross-site gradient of 1%. 

 

3.6.3 Anti-seep collar 

Anti-seep collar is a plumb migration prevention measure used in conjunction with 

hardened drainage structures. Anti-seep collars are used around the pipes at discrete locations to 

mitigate the migration of contaminants along the utility corridor. Anti-seep collars used for 

concrete pipe are typically constructed with cast-in-place or prefabricated concrete. The 

configuration of the anti-seep collar is shown in Figure 3.6. The 1.5 m (5 ft) x 1.5 m (5 ft) anti seep 

collars are modeled along the pipe corridor and spaced at 3 m (10 ft) from each other. The k, ne, 

and ρb values of the anti-seep collar are listed in Table 1, and the zones to which these properties 

are assigned are schematically shown in Figure 3.7. The initial distribution of benzene 

concentration was assigned in the model domain, as indicated in Figure 3.7. For boundary 

conditions of the anti-seep collar scenario, the constant head boundaries were applied at the 

northern and southern model domain to induce flow along the utility corridor under various natural 

hydraulic gradients (1.6%, 0.5%, 0.05%, and 0.01%). The function of the anti-seep collar is to 

lengthen the flow path and reduce the seepage velocity. Therefore, the analyses sought to discern 
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the effect of a wide range of the gradients on the mass and rate of benzene into the pipe in the site 

that varies from 0.05% to 1.6%. 

 

3.7 Results and Discussion 

3.7.1 Flow and Contaminant Transport 

The seepage flow was simulated for 20 years (7300 days). The simulated seepage flow 

showed no discernible impact on the flow regime (i.e., the general total head distribution) with the 

presence of the subsurface trench as the hydraulic conductivity values for the native soil and most 

of the trench backfill are similar in the magnitude. The distribution of total head within the model 

domain is utilized in the contaminant transport analyses. 

The simulated contaminated soil and groundwater with the subsurface drainage concrete 

pipe adjacent to the gas station at the end of 20-years are shown in Figure 3.8 (a, b, and c). These 

section views show the distribution of the initially contaminated soil and groundwater with a depth 

of site measurements. These values are similar to concentrations detected at the location of the 

MW-4 (where the data are available for the benzene concentration in the year of 2000 and reported 

by Delta (2000)). As shown in Figure 3.8.a, the magnitude of the benzene concentration contour 

nearby the MW-4 and the MW-12 and in the vicinity of the trench are similar in order of magnitude 

to 5,000 μg/L as measured at the Jacksonville site (see Figure 3.1). These findings show the model 

calibration. In addition, the benzene contours did not reach to the far eastern side of the pipe, 

showing agreement with the aqueous phase benzene concentrations detected at the MW-6, and the 

MW-8 (see Figure 3.1), which were reported as being less than the Maximum Contaminant Level 

(MCL). 
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As can be seen in Figure 3.8a, the plume size expanded with time and migrated downstream 

through the subsurface domain conforming to the west-east dominant flow regime (i.e., using a 

1% gradient across the site). The benzene concentration in groundwater decreased as the transport 

distance increased. The benzene concentration breakthrough in the concrete pipe at the 20-year 

simulation period was 4,389 μg/L. The results were compiled as the mass of benzene in the 

aqueous phase flowing out of the pipe (in μg) over the simulation time (20 years). Figure 3.9 shows 

the mass of benzene flowing out of the concrete pipe as a function of time. The total mass of 

benzene flowing out of the concrete pipe (Mt) was estimated using Eq. (3.6): 

𝑀𝑡 = ∑ 𝐶𝑖.𝐿𝑖.
𝐴𝑃

2

𝑛

𝑖
 (3.6) 

where Ci is the average concentration of each slice, Li is the length of each slice, and Ap is the 

saturated area of the pipe, assumed to be half the cross-section of the pipe with the pipe flowing 

half full. As can be seen in Figure 3.9, the mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe increased to 

nearly 860 g over the 20 years of simulation time. 

 

3.7.2 Effect of Clay Barrier 

The clay barrier mitigated the concentration of benzene breaking through the subsurface 

concrete pipe by initially cutting off the plume migration paths from reaching the trench soils. The 

simulated domain with the presence of the clay barrier to line the pipe trench is shown in Figure 

3.8.b. In this scenario, the flow direction is from west to east of the model domain. By contrast, 

and as shown in Figure 3.8.a versus Figure 3.8.b, the plume transport distance was shorter in 

comparison to the case of no clay barrier. However, the plume circumvents the clay barrier and 

further contaminates the trench and the pipe after 5 years of simulation time. A similar effect was 

observed by An et al. (2013), and Zhou et al. (2014), albeit their work was focused on applications 
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related to leakage from landfill liners. In this case, the clay barrier was installed to drive 

contaminants' transport through a longer travel path and thus increasing the length of time for the 

contaminants to reach the surrounding environment. Therefore, the clay barrier might effectively 

protect the trench and subsurface pipe for a relatively short duration of time and, therefore, might 

be viewed as a temporary solution that is implemented while general in situ remediation is being 

conducted. However, the clay barrier measure does not provide a sustainable benefit in areas with 

continuous contaminant sources. 

The mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe with the presence of clay barrier, as a function 

of time, is shown in Figure 3.9. The cumulative mass of benzene increased to nearly 320 g and 

600 g after 5 and 20 years of simulation time, respectively. The concentration of benzene is, 

however, mitigated by 71.6% and 22%, compared to the no clay barrier case over, the 5 and 20 

years of simulation time, respectively. The corresponding mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe 

is decreased by 53.6% and 30% for the 5 and 20 years of simulation time, respectively. 

 

3.7.3 Effect of Flowable Fill  

The simulated domain with the presence of the flowable fill overlaying the subsurface 

concrete pipe is shown in Figure 3.8.c. The aqueous phase benzene concentration started to break 

through the gasket of the pipe after approximately 10 years, with the benzene concentrations inside 

the pipe at 20 years being 1.4 μg/L (below 5 μg/L or the MCL). The reason for low concentration 

is associated with minimized seepage in the predominant horizontal flow regime. In none of the 

flowable fill analysis scenarios, a benzene concentration breakthrough the concrete pipe was above 

5 μg/L (MCL). The concentration of benzene is mitigated by 99.9% compared to the case of no 

flowable fill at the 20 years of simulation time. In Figure 3.9, the cumulative mass of benzene 
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flowing out of the pipe is nearly 0.25 g (250 mg) after the 20 years of simulation time. The mass 

with the installation of the flowable fill is decreased by 99.9% compared to the no flowable fill 

case. Based on the concentration and mass, the flowable fill method is classified as a long-term 

engineering control to mitigate the potential contamination even when such contamination is 

persistent. 

 

3.7.4 Effect of Anti-Seep Collar 

In this scenario, the flow direction is from north to south of the model domain along the 

pipe corridor. As can be seen in Figure 3.10, the anti-seep collar lengthens the drainage path, as 

indicated by flow velocity vector direction, and thus lengthens the time for the contaminant 

reaching the pipe. The results from the simulated domain with the presence of the anti-seep collar 

are presented in Figure 3.11. The aqueous phase benzene did breakthrough the pipe after two years 

in a concentration above the MCL. The breakthrough concentration increases with time. The 

benzene is preferentially transported through the utility corridor, which is more permeable than 

the surrounding soil and then breaks through the gasket or the pipe. The aqueous phase benzene 

breakthrough was reported for the three gaskets, as indicated in Figure 3.11. Therefore, the anti-

seep collar approach is not as effective as the flowable fill approach if long term mitigation is the 

goal. 

The effect of natural hydraulic gradients (i), with the installation of the anti-seep collar, on 

the mass of soluble phase benzene flowing out of the pipe is shown in Figure 3.12. As the natural 

hydraulic gradient increases, the mass of benzene breaking through the pipe increases. The 

cumulative mass of benzene flowing out of the concrete pipe is nearly 1350 g, 1140 g, 1000 g, and 

900 g over the 20 years of simulation time for i = 1.6%, 0.5%, 0.05%, and 0.01%, respectively. In 
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comparison, for the case, having no anti-seep collar, the cumulative mass of benzene flowing out 

of the pipe is nearly 2400 g, 2000 g, 1510 g, and 1180 g over the same period for i = 1.6%, 0.5%, 

0.05%, and 0.01%, respectively. The mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe after the 20-year 

period is decreased by 44%, 43%, 34%, and 24% with the installation of the anti-seep collar for i 

= 1.6%, 0.5%, 0.05%, and 0.01%, respectively. The concentration of benzene is decreased by 60%, 

59.8%, 55.4%, and 43.4% for i = 1.6%, 0.5%, 0.05%, and 0.01% respectively, for the 20-year 

simulation period. Therefore, the natural hydraulic gradient of the site needs to be determined 

during the design phase for the effectiveness of the anti-seep collar. 

 

3.8 Summary and Conclusions 

Work in this study evaluated the efficacy of mitigation measures (i.e., clay barrier, flowable 

fill, and anti-seep collar) to reduce benzene breakthroughs in the drainage concrete pipe at a 

gasoline spill site. Groundwater flow and solute transport models were established using 

MODFLOW paired with MT3DMS software, which implements a finite-difference numerical 

scheme. Based on the results of the study, the following conclusions are advanced: 

• In the presence of the clay barrier, the concentration of benzene is reduced by 71.6% and 

22% compared to the case of no clay barrier over the 5 and 20 years of simulation time, 

respectively. The mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe decreased by 53.6% and 30% 

for the same period. Therefore, the clay barrier approach is viable as a temporary measure, 

while general remediation of the contaminated site is taking place. However, the clay 

barrier approach does not provide a sustainable benefit in areas with continuous 

contaminant sources. 
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• The use of flowable fill leads to a 99.9% reduction in the concentration of benzene breaking 

through the pipe for the simulated 20-year period. The mass of benzene flowing out of the 

pipe also decreased by 99.9% compared to the case of no flowable fill case. Thus, the 

flowable fill method is a long-term engineering control to mitigate the potential 

contamination even when such contamination is persistent. 

• Anti-seep collar leads to a 60% reduction in the concentration of benzene breaking through 

the pipe (14,050 μg/L vs. 5,494 μg/L) for the 20 years of simulation time. The mass of 

benzene flowing out of the pipe has decreased by 44% (2,400 g vs. 1,350 g). Thus, the anti-

seep collar method is not as effective as the flowable fill approach if long term mitigation 

is the goal. 

• As the natural hydraulic gradient of the site was reduced, the benzene getting through the 

pipe with/without anti-seep collar decreased. Thus, the existing hydrogeology of the site 

needs to be ascertained during the design and modeling phase for the effective specification 

of mitigation measures. 

 

3.9 Recommendations for Future Research 

Further research is needed to address the following: 

• Obtaining data on the efficacy of the studied mitigation measures through field 

implementation and performance monitoring with time. Such field implementation and 

monitoring studies are needed on concrete pipes to validate the modeling approach and 

expand the regarding various classes of contaminants. 
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• Assessing the mitigation measures when installed in unsaturated subsurface soil profiles 

where contaminant breakthrough the pipe can be affected by the dominant nature of the 

transport mode (i.e., gas phase versus soluble phase). 
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Tables: 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.1. Flow parameters used in the model 

Material kx=ky (m/s) kz (m/s) ne ρb (kg/m3) Reference 

Sandy clay  

(native soils) 
7.3x10-7 3.6x10-7 0.33 1700 Delta (2000) 

Initial backfill 1.5x10-3 7.5x10-4 0.30 1800 Geotechdata (2013) 

Final backfill 9.3x10-7 4.6x10-7 0.34 1700 - 

Bedding material 1.0x10-2 5.0x10-3 0.28 2000 Geotechdata (2013) 

Clay barrier 1.0x10-9 1.0x10-9 0.30 1800 Li et al. (2017) 

Flowable fill 1.0x10-10 1.0x10-10 0.33 1900 
Deng and Tikalsky 

(2008) 

Anti-seep collar 1.0x10-10 1.0x10-10 0.33 1900 
Deng and Tikalsky 

(2008) 

Concrete pipe 3.8x10-11 3.8x10-11 0.15 2400 Smyl et al. (2016) 

Gasket 3.8x10-11 3.8x10-11 0.10 1300 - 

Flow inside the pipe 0.1 0.1 0.99 1000 - 
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Table 3.2. Transport parameters used in the model 

Parameters Value Reference 

Longitudinal dispersion, ∝L (m) 2.75 Neuman (1990) 

Horizontal/Long dispersion 0.3 ASTM (1994) 

Vertical/Long dispersion 0.05 ASTM (1994) 

Diffusion coefficient of benzene in water, D (m2/d) 9.5x10-5 GSI Environmental (2014) 

Organic carbon fraction, foc (%) 0.1 Deiss et al. (2017) 

Organic carbon partition coefficient, Koc (mL/g) 85 Shores et al. (2017) 

Partition coefficient, Kd (L/μg) 8.5x10-11 Calculated 

The first-order reaction rate of the dissolved (mobile) 

phase, K1 (d-1) 
1x10-5 Borden et al. (1997) 

The first-order reaction rate of the sorbed (immobile) 

phase, K2 (d-1) 
1x10-5 Borden et al. (1997) 
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Figures: 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Jacksonville site map showing the gas station location, monitoring well locations, groundwater flow direction, estimated 

horizontal extent of benzene in groundwater, and model domain dimension being simulated in this analysis. (Data from 

Antea 2016.) 
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Figure 3.2. Profile section for installed drainage concrete pipe in a trench. 
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Figure 3.3. Cross-section view of MODFLOW grid design with assigned initial benzene 

concentration (in μg/L) distribution. (Data from Delta 2000.) 
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Figure 3.4. Clay barrier configuration. 
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Figure 3.5. Placement of flowable fill around the concrete pipe in the field. 
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Figure 3.6. Antiseep collar configuration. 
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Figure 3.7. Map view of MODFLOW grid design for antiseep collar scenario. 
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Figure 3.8. Cross-section views for transported benzene concentration (in μg/L) at 20 years for 

(a) the base case scenario; (b) the clay barrier scenario; and (c) the flowable fill 

scenario. 
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Figure 3.9. Total mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe for the base case, clay barrier case, and 

flowable fill case, as a function of time. 
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Figure 3.10. View of the flow velocity vectors direction at 20 years with the presence of antiseep 

collars. 
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Figure 3.11. Map view for transported benzene concentration (in μg/L) at 20 years for antiseep 

collar scenario 
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Figure 3.12. Total mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe for the antiseep collar scenario, as a 

function of time under different natural hydraulic gradients. 
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CHAPTER 4. INVESTIGATION OF PARAMETERS AFFECTING 

TETRACHLOROETHENE INGRESS INTO DRAINAGE CONCRETE PIPE IN 

SATURATED MEDIA AND EFFICACY OF PERMEABLE REACTIVE BARRIER 

The contents of this chapter will be submitted as a journal paper. 
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Abstract 

Work in this study is focused on evaluating factors affecting Tetrachloroethene (PCE) contaminant 

ingress into the subsurface concrete pipe embedded in the saturated soil profile and the efficacy of 

the permeable reactive barrier (PRB). Groundwater flow and solute transport models were 

established using MODFLOW paired with Reactive Transport in 3-Dimension (RT3D) software, 

which implements a finite-difference numerical scheme. The site parameters are developed from 

data for a site in Wilson, North Carolina, at which subsurface chlorinated organic solvents from 

dry cleaning occurred in the presence of a subsurface concrete drainage pipe. Modeling results 

indicated that, after 10 years, the degradation process taking place in the native soils, for the cases 

of KPCE-soil=0.00019 d-1 and 0.0033 d-1 reduced the  PCE concentrations in the concrete pipe by 

30.7% and 34.1%, respectively. The greater percent of the soil sorption (foc=1.4% vs. foc=0.07%) 

increased PCE concentration inside the pipe by 137% for the same period. The hydraulic 

conductivity of the PRB (kPRB) modestly affects the level of PCE breaking through the pipe with a 

smaller PCE concentration breakthrough with a lower kPRB. The PRB thickness affects the PCE 

level breaking through the pipe with a smaller PCE concentration breakthrough with a thicker 

PRB. The PCE concentration inside the concrete pipe decreased when the constant degradation 

rate of PCE being degraded using Zero Valent Iron (ZVI) filling the PRB was increased. 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Drainage, water mains, and storm sewer pipes, including concrete and polymeric types, are 

at times unintentionally exposed to contaminant permeation at sites with leaking Underground 

Storage Tanks (USTs), dry cleaning facilities, or abandoned industrial and agricultural operations. 

For example, reports of drinking water contamination in the United States revealed that chlorinated 
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organic solvents from dry cleaning such as trichloroethene (TCE) and tetrachloroethene (PCE) 

were involved in 5% of the incidents of permeation to the subsurface potable water pipes (Holeson 

et al. 1991; US EPA 2002). As such, these pipes will act as a conduit to transport the contamination 

along their corridor and further contaminate the subsurface and surface environments. In saturated 

subsurface profiles, transport in the aqueous phase is the main contaminant phase breaking through 

the subsurface pipe walls.  

The contaminant migration in a saturated zone within which subsurface pipes are installed 

has received little attention in the literature. For example, no specific studies in literature are 

available regarding the field-scale rate and magnitude of PCE breakthrough subsurface drainage 

concrete pipes. At the same time, while measures to mitigate the potential of contaminant transport 

are generally available in literature, very few studies are conducted within the context of 

minimizing the impact on subsurface pipeline corridors. Alhomair et al. (2021) assessed the 

efficacy of mitigation measures to minimize the contaminant ingress into the subsurface concrete 

pipe located in saturated subsurface profiles. Results showed that the use of flowable fill within 

the pipe trench effectively mitigates the contaminant level inside the pipe. Hosseini et al. (2020) 

investigated the durability and degradation rates of rubber gasket materials commonly used in 

concrete stormwater drainpipes (exposed to potential benzene and PCE contamination) and 

proposed a degradation model for such material. Faeli et al. (2021) investigated the effect of the 

pipe material quality and the associated unsaturated properties on contaminant transport into a pipe 

located within the vadose. Faeli et al.  (2021) showed that while the pipe is located in a partially 

saturated domain, the concrete wall becomes saturated due to matric suction, and the soluble phase 

becomes the dominant contaminant transport phase into the pipe. 
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The use of permeable reactive barrier (PRB) is a potential measure to mitigate contaminant 

breakthrough into subsurface concrete pipes. The PRBs are developed to intercept advancing 

plumes and degrade the contamination as the plume advances through the reactive barrier. The 

PRBs are highly dependent on site-specific parameters and unique to site characterizations and the 

contaminant type (USEPA, 1998; Ott, 2000; Henry et al., 2008; Obiri-Nyarko et al. 2014). The 

interception generally involves transforming contaminants in the soluble phase to less toxic or less 

mobile products, such as converting PCE to Ethene. The PRBs are commonly built with a reactive 

material with higher hydraulic conductivity than the surrounding soils to ensure that the 

contaminated groundwater passes through the PRB.  

The selection of the permeable reactive barrier thicknesses is based on the contaminant's 

residence time and the groundwater seepage velocity. The residence time is the contamination 

reaction time with the reactive material in the treatment zone. The reactive material placed in the 

barrier depends on the type of contaminants being treated. Zero valent iron (ZVI) is the most used 

reactive medium in PRBs for the removal of chlorinated solvents such as PCE, TCE, 

dichloroethylene (DCE), and vinyl chloride (VC) due to its capability to degrade organic 

compounds by mitigating the dissolved contaminants (Gallinati et al., 1995; Da-Silva et al., 2007; 

Henderson and Demond, 2007). The chlorinated solvents contaminants mainly act as oxidants and 

thus are reduced by ZVI via a transfer of electrons in anaerobic conditions. The reactive material 

of ZVI reaction with chlorinated hydrocarbon as in follows Eq. 4.1 (Gillham, and O'Hannesin 

1994): 

Fe0 + H2O + X − Cl → Fe2+ + OH.−+ X − H + Cl− (4.1) 

The redox reaction oxidizes the iron (Fe0) and reduces the chlorinated hydrocarbon (X-Cl) by 

replacing chlorine atoms with hydrogen atoms (X-H). The chlorinated ethenes PCE (C2Cl4) and 
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TCE (C2HCl3) are dechlorinated to become DCE (C2H2Cl2), then become vinyl chloride (C2H3Cl), 

and finally ethene (C2H4). 

The PRB has been used in the Vapokon site in Denmark to remediate a contaminated site 

with chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons (PCE and TCE). The reactive barrier consisted of 100% 

granular (Fe0) (ETI-CC-1004, Connelly-GPM Inc.), and the barrier dimensions were 14.5×9×0.8 

m (L×Z×W) (Muchitsch et al. 2011). A PRB of 46 m long, 7.3 m deep, and 0.6 m thickness has 

been used in Elizabeth City, NC, across the plume of chlorinated solvent compounds. The reactive 

barrier consisted of 100% granular ZVI (Peerless Metal Powders) as present by Puls et al. (1999). 

The analyses presented herein are used to assess the potential of PCE breakthrough 

subsurface concrete pipe and investigate factors affecting the efficacy of permeable reactive barrier 

in reducing such breakthrough. The objectives of the study are as follows: (i) evaluating the rate 

and the magnitude of PCE transport through the saturated media and into a concrete pipe located 

at a site with occurring chlorinated solvents contamination, (ii) evaluating the effect of key 

parameters on the rate and magnitude of the PCE transport within the domain and the breakthrough 

into the concrete pipe; key parameters considered include transport retardation due to the organic 

carbon content, and degradation due to natural attenuation, and (iii) assessing the efficacy of 

placing permeable reactive barrier within the domain in reducing the breakthrough of PCE 

concentration into the concrete pipe. Parameters to be investigated include the hydraulic 

conductivity of the barrier, the thickness of the barrier, the degradation rate of PCE with a barrier 

material.  

To assist with addressing these objectives, data including representative input parameters 

and geometrical configuration of the model domain are developed from a dry cleaner site at which 

PCE was detected in the subsurface environment.  The study site is located in Wilson, North 
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Carolina, and the chlorinated solvents leakage emanated from the USTs with nearby subsurface 

concrete drainage pipe. The modeling study utilized the three-dimensional modeling and analyses 

Visual MODFLOW software by Waterloo Hydrogeologic. The analyses results are presented and 

discussed. 

 

4.2 Methodology 

PCE is used in this study as it represents the dry-cleaning solvent contaminant category. 

The modeling approach is based on the finite-difference numerical modeling of the subsurface 

domain with an adjacent drainage concrete pipe installed in a trench under saturated soil condition. 

The dry-cleaning facility used PCE as the dry-cleaning agent from 1988 to 1997. The data on the 

Wilson site presented herein are from reports by Arcadis (1999), Withers and Ravenel (2007), and 

AECOM (2018).  The site plan with the dry-cleaning facility's location and the monitoring wells' 

locations (MWs) is illustrated in Figure 4.1. In addition, Figure 4.1 shows the direction of 

groundwater flow, the horizontal extent of the PCE plume, and the simulated model domain 

dimensions. From a site investigation conducted by Arcadis in 1999, PCE and its degradation 

products were found in soil samples and in the shallow perched groundwater near the facility. The 

PCE was discovered in multiple MWs near the drainage concrete pipe. The 0.38 m in diameter 

drainage concrete pipe is installed in a trench adjacent to the dry cleaner (Figure 4.1). The site sits 

within the Coastal Plain physiographic province of North Carolina and is situated within the 

principal Yorktown aquifer. Withers and Ravenel (2008) has conducted the groundwater 

assessment investigation at the site and has identified two apparent source areas of PCE impact on 

the groundwater. First, the upper source area (MW-2 and MW-12), which is immediately 

downgradient of the former cleaner facility (Figure 4.1). Second, the lower source area (MW-18 
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and MW-25) which is located predominantly off-site on an adjacent former meatpacker property, 

approximately 121.9 m downgradient of the former dry-cleaning facility. The former meatpacker 

used PCE solvents for crude fat determination of their products. 

The subsurface profile includes a sandy clay layer (approximately 6.1 m thick) underlain 

by a clay layer (approximately 7.6 m thick) above bedrock. The depth to the water table ranged 

from approximately 0.6 m to 4.6 m below the ground surface. The average depth to groundwater 

is 2 m below the ground surface. Groundwater flow direction is in the southwesterly direction 

(AECOM, 2018). The hydraulic gradient varies between 0.5% to 1% due to the presence of 

relatively large sewers' trench underneath the site (i.e., high hydraulic conductivity of backfill sand 

may act as a source of exfiltrating groundwater). 

According to results from slug testing (Arcadis 1999), the average hydraulic conductivity 

for the soil site near the dry cleaner is 9.8x10-6 m/s. As presented in the reports by Arcadis (1999), 

Withers and Ravenel (2007), and AECOM (2018), PCE concentration persisted at concentrations 

above the NC. 2L standards of 0.0007 mg/l in MW-5, MW-18, MW-21, MW-25, and MW-28 (see, 

Figure 4.1). Most of these MWs are nearby the stormwater drainage pipe. In June 1998, seven 

monitoring wells (MW-4 to MW-10) were installed in the perched groundwater zone. Between 

1998 and 1999, 20 additional monitoring wells (MW-11 to MW-30) were installed in the perched 

groundwater zone to delineate the contaminant plume. 

 

4.3 Model Description 

As mentioned earlier, Visual MODFLOW Flex was used to model the chlorinated 

hydrocarbons solvent transport through the drainage concrete pipe. Within the software, 

MODFLOW (Harbaugh 2005) is coupled with a Reactive Transport in 3-Dimensions (RT3D; 
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Clement et al., 1998) to assess the hydraulic head distribution within the domain and the associate 

transport phenomenon. MODFLOW employs the finite difference approach, which requires the 

domain to be discretized into grid cells laterally and vertically with uniform properties within each 

cell for solving the groundwater flow equation. The partial differential equation of flow assuming 

transient conditions is expressed in Eq. (4.2): 

𝜕
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 (4.2) 

where kx, ky, kz are defined as saturated hydraulic conductivity along the x, y, and z coordinate axis 

(LT-1); h represents the hydraulic head (L); Ss is the specific storage of the aquifer (L-1); W is the 

volumetric flux per unit volume being pumped (T-1); t is the time (T). The output of MODFLOW 

simulation, such as groundwater flow rates, hydraulic head, and sources/sinks flow rates, is then 

used by RT3D. The RT3D is a reactive transport code that can model the solute fate and transport 

of chlorinated solvent contamination (Clement, 1997; Clement et al., 1998). The RT3D code solves 

the coupled partial differential equations that describe the reactive transport of multiple mobile 

and immobile solutes, including reductive anaerobic degradation of PCE, TCE, DCE, and VC. The 

partial differential equation for three-dimensional transport of contaminants is expressed in Eq. 

(4.3): 
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 (4.3) 

where Ck is the kth species concentration dissolved in groundwater (ML-3); Cs,k is the sources or 

sinks flux concentration of the kth species (ML-3); ϴ is the porosity of the aquifer; xi is the distance 

along the respective Cartesian coordinate axis of the system (L); qs is the volumetric flow rate per 

unit volume of aquifer representing fluid sources (positive) and sinks (negative) (T-1); Dij is the 

hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient tensor (L2T-1); t is time (T); Rk is a chemical reaction term 
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for transformation of the kth species  (ML-3T-1); vi is the average linear velocity (LT-1). Note that 

the average linear velocity times the porosity is equal to the specific discharge or Darcy flux. 

The reaction term, Rk, may be comprised of multiple terms to account for a specific reaction 

type. The reaction being simulated in this study is anaerobic PCE dechlorination with sequential, 

first-order degradation kinetics. The PCE degradation to vinyl chloride (VC) is assumed to be 

anaerobically favorable. The kinetics degradation is assumed to be first-order in nature, as in Eq. 

4.4: 

𝑃𝐶𝐸 → 𝑇𝐶𝐸 → 𝐷𝐶𝐸 → 𝑉𝐶 (4.4) 

 

4.4 Conceptualization and Mesh Design 

A schematic sketch of the model configuration is presented in Figure 4.2. The concrete 

pipe with an internal diameter of 0.38 m is in a 0.91 m deep trench in which sandy gravel as the 

bedding material and sandy soil as the initial backfill are used. The trench is then backfilled to the 

ground surface by 0.9 m of native soils of sandy clay (Alhomair et al., 2019). The discretized 

model domain consisted of 165 columns, 687 rows, and 26 layers in the x, y, and z directions, 

respectively. The grid spacing was 0.06 m in the vertical and lateral directions within the installed 

concrete pipe, and gasket location in the trench. The grid spacing was 1 m elsewhere within the 

general domain (Figure 4.2). The mesh size of the domain and the discretization level were used 

based on mesh sensitivity analysis described in Alhomair et al. (2019), with the model domain 

having 2,947,230 cells. The model domain covered an area of 25084 m2 with a length of 137.2 m, 

a width of 182.9 m, and a cross-section depth of 9.1 m. 

The model domain's length of 137.2 m was selected to encompass the area with the highest 

PCE concentrations (MW-5, 16, 18, 23, 25, 29, and 30), according to Arcadis (1999) and Withers 
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and Ravenel (2007). The boundary effects are minimized with the domain dimension in the x-

direction. The domain dimension of 182.9 m along the y-direction of the concrete pipe has 36 

gaskets spaced 4.3 m apart. For the cross-section in the z-direction, the model depth of 9.1 m 

encompasses the vertical extent of the PCE plume above the bedrock. Analytical groundwater 

results from the field sampling (MW-4D and MW-8D) showed that the bedrock aquifer had not 

been impacted by chlorinated solvents (Withers and Ravenel 2008). The impervious soil 

underlying the native soils was modeled as a no-flow boundary. The groundwater flow field is 

relatively stable based on an analysis of the field groundwater level data. Thus, the groundwater 

flow was considered to occur under constant head boundaries to simplify the flow change impact 

on the contaminant transport simulation time of 3,650 days (10 years). 

 

4.5 Model Parameters 

4.5.1 Groundwater Flow Modeling 

The flow properties used in the numerical model are listed in Table 4.1. Zones within the 

domain's layers were assigned effective porosity (ne), bulk density (ρb), and hydraulic conductivity 

(k) values based on the type of material. These ne, ρb, and k values are listed in Table 4.1, and the 

zones to which they are assigned are schematically depicted in Figure 4.2. The data from boring 

logs within the model domain area showed that the surficial aquifer sediments are a relatively 

uniform sandy clay with an effective porosity of 0.2 from the ground surface to a depth of 9.1 m. 

It then changes to clay with impervious material. The hydraulic conductivity of native soil was 

obtained from a slug test at the MW-1, 2, 3, and 4 (shown in Figure 4.1), and the hydraulic 

conductivity was estimated equal to 9.8x10-6 m/s (ARCADIS 1999). Such testing provides a k-

value dominated by horizontal flow and is equivalent to horizontal hydraulic conductivity (kh) 
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(Fittz, 2013). The vertical hydraulic conductivity (kv) is assumed lower by a factor of 2 (i.e., 

anisotropic values are used in the analyses), as suggested by Bagarello et al. (2009) and Qiu and 

Wang (2015). 

In this work, pipe and gaskets are assumed to remain intact over the 10 years of simulation 

time. For the intact gasket, the hydraulic conductivity value was assumed to be 1.0x10-11 m/s 

(Table 4.1), which is the same as the intact concrete's hydraulic conductivity value (Smyl et al., 

2016). While there is information in literature on the concrete material's hydraulic conductivity for 

the intact pipes, such information is not available for various gasket materials. Therefore, the input 

parameters were not specific to a given type of gasket; instead, the intact gasket's hydraulic 

conductivity was assumed to be equal to that of the intact concrete. 

 

4.5.2 Boundary Conditions 

Constant head boundaries were set at the northeast and the southwest ends of the model 

domain and were defined as 9.7 m at the northeast boundary of the domain and 9.14 m at the 

southwest boundary of the domain (Figure 4.2). The average hydraulic gradient of 0.5% was 

imposed across the site to yield seepage velocities ranging from 0.05 to 0.14 m/d to represent 

typical condition assessed in the field. No-flow boundaries were used for the lateral (west and east) 

and bottom boundaries. A drain boundary was applied at the southern end of the circular pipe to 

conduct the flow inside the pipe from the back (north) to the front face (south) (Figure 4.2). This 

flow is driven by the difference between the head in the aquifer and drain elevation. The pipe was 

assumed to flow half full. Thus, the pipe's total head is represented by the elevation corresponding 

to the pipe's mid-height of 7.65 m. This configuration represents a drained condition inside the 

pipe (i.e., no built-up of pressure head is permitted within the pipe). 
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4.5.3 Head Calibration 

The developed seepage flow model was simulated for 10 years (3650 days) and the 

computed groundwater heads were compared to the observed groundwater elevation values in 

2007, as shown in Figure 4.3. The figure also shows the site's map view with 2007 groundwater 

data superimposed over the model domain. The hydraulic conductivity of the soil at the northern 

domain was measured by slug test (k = 9.8x10-6 m/s), while the hydraulic conductivity of the soil 

within the southern domain is not known. Therefore, the hydraulic conductivity of the soil at the 

southern domain was obtained by changing the k-value within the southern domain until the 

computed groundwater elevations equaled to observed groundwater elevations (Figure 4.3). 

Overall, the modeled flow direction, heads, and gradients agreed reasonably well with the 

measured field groundwater levels.  

 

4.5.4 Reactive Contaminant Transport Modeling 

Reactive transport was simulated with RT3D, which uses the head distribution from 

MODFLOW as input. Chlorinated solvent spillages were released at the site in 1997 at two 

locations. In 2008, Withers and Ravenel (2008) indicated the highest concentrations of PCE in 

groundwater were 6.3 and 6.2 mg/l, respectively, based on measurements at the MW-12 near the 

north cleaner store and MW-18 near the former meatpacker property (Figure 4.1). These MWs are 

in the vicinity of the installed subsurface drainage concrete pipe at the site. The simulation run 

time started in the year 2008. The distribution of initial PCE concentration was developed by 

interpolating (using MATLAB best-fit algorithm) the PCE field-observed values at the MWs (the 

values reported by Withers and Ravenel, 2008). The initial distribution of PCE, in the horizontal 

extent, is shown in Figure 4.4a. The initial PCE concentration was then assigned in the model grid 
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cells corresponding to the two-spillage source location (Figure 4.4b). 

The model transport parameters are listed in Table 4.2. The resultant grid Peclet number 

(computed by dividing each grid cell's size over the longitudinal dispersivity (∝L)) is 0.12, which 

is below 2. Thus, the grid spacing is small enough to eliminate artificial oscillation in the 

computations. Diffusion and advection processes were considered in the transport model. The 

value of the diffusion coefficient of PCE (D) was assigned as 7.1x10-5 m2/d (GSI Environmental 

2014). The longitudinal dispersivity (∝L) value of 8.23 m, as recommended by Lu et al. 1999. 

ASTM (1994) recommended that transverse dispersivity (∝T) be 30% of the longitudinal 

dispersivity and vertical dispersivity (∝v) to be 5% of the longitudinal dispersivity (Table 4.2). 

 

4.5.5 Retardation due to the Organic Carbon Content 

The partitioning of PCE onto the soil particles is a function of the organic carbon fraction 

(foc) present in the soil. A foc of 0.07% for the sandy clay soil was measured at the Wilson site by 

Withers and Ravenel (2008). An upper and lower bounds of foc also range from 0.04% to 1.4% in 

the coastal plain regions of North Carolina (Deiss et al., 2017).  Accordingly, the soil-water 

partition coefficient (kd) value of the PCE (adsorption of the organic chemical onto the solid-phase) 

was computed based on the organic carbon partition coefficient (koc) of 1.55x10-4 l/mg (GSI 

Environmental 2014) and the foc value of 0.07%. The values of kd were assigned in the model 

(Table 4.2) as follows: (i) 1.1x10-7 l/mg (base case), (ii) 6.2x10-8 l/mg (lower bound), and (iii) 

2.2x10-6 l/mg (upper bound). Linear equilibrium-controlled sorption isotherm (equilibrium-

controlled) was used in the analyses, in which the concentration of the PCE sorbed onto the solid 

phase is linearly proportional to the concentration of the PCE dissolved in the aqueous phase.  
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4.5.6 Degradation due to Natural Attenuation 

Natural attenuation is the natural process that decreases the spread and the contaminant 

concentration from the source (USEPA 1999). Natural attenuation is mainly used for chlorinated 

hydrocarbons or halogenated aliphatic hydrocarbons. The effect of natural attenuation on PCE 

breaking through the subsurface concrete pipe was investigated by varying the degradation 

constants rate. The upper and lower bound of degradation constants rate for PCE were used. The 

degradation constants rate of PCE (kPCE) ranged from 0.00019 d-1 to 0.0033 d-1 (Aronson and 

Howard 1997), as presented in Table 4.2. These values were reported for anaerobic degradation of 

PCE that coincided with the saturated conditions modeled in this study. The reaction being 

simulated is anaerobic PCE dechlorination with sequential, first-order degradation kinetics. The 

first-order reaction values were specified as follows: (i) 0 d-1 (base case), (ii) 0.00019 d-1 (lower 

bound), and (iii) 0.0033 d-1 (upper bound). These values were assigned in the model at the sandy 

clay soils near the source (the PCE plume location) and 0 d-1 elsewhere in the model domain 

(Figure 4.4b). 

 

4.6 Permeable Reactive Barrier 

The PRB represents an in-situ remediation technology that can be implemented as an 

alternative to the traditional impermeable barrier (e.g., slurry wall, sheet pile, and cutoff walls).  

The schematic view of the PRB model is shown in Figure 4.5. The PRB location, dimension, and 

orientation were defined in the model based on site-specific features, such as the dominant 

direction of groundwater flow and the subsurface drainage pipe location, as indicated in Figure 

4.5. PRB thicknesses of 0.5 m, 1 m, 2 m, and 3 m were evaluated in the study. While a PRB 
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thickness of 3 m may seem excessive, it was used herein to investigate the effect of a longer flow 

path through the PRB on the reduction of the contaminant's level. 

The permeable reactive barrier properties used in the model are listed in Table 4.3. Flow-

through the PRB was modeled for 10 years. The Zero Valent Iron (ZVI) filling is commonly used 

for the degradation of PCE with a lifespan of 15 years (ITRC 2011). The iron sponge ZVI type has 

an observed first-order reactive rate (kobs) of 0.83 d-1 was used in the study (Ebert et al. 2006) 

(Table 4.3). The ZVI is usually mixed with sand, gravel, pumice, and anthracite. The grain size of 

ZVI ranges from 0.25 to 2.0 mm with a specific surface area of 1.8 m2/g, bulk density 2400 kg/m3, 

and hydraulic conductivity 5x10-4 m/s (Eljamal et al. 2011). The high percent of ZVI in the mixture 

is represented by kobs=8.3 d-1 and was evaluated in the study. 

The residence time (tres) of the first-order reaction was estimated with Eq. (4.5) (Ott 2000; 

Carey et al. 2002; Gillham et al. 2010): 

𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠 =
ln (

𝐶𝑡

𝐶0
)

𝑘𝑜𝑏𝑠
 

(4.5) 

where CT is the target concentration down-gradient of the PRB; C0 is the contaminant's 

concentration entering the PRB. The PRB thickness (w), for the first-order reaction, was estimated 

using Eq. (4.6): 

𝑤 = 𝑣. 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠. 𝐹𝑆 (4.6) 

where v is the groundwater flow velocity through the barrier and FS is a safety factor for all 

uncertainties in reaction kinetics and groundwater flow, which is 2.5. The velocity of groundwater 

was computed using Eq. (4.7): 

𝑣 =
𝑘𝑃𝑅𝐵. 𝑖

𝑛𝑒
 (4.7) 
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where kPRB is the hydraulic conductivity of the barrier (5x10-3 m/s, 5x10-4 m/s, and 5x10-5 m/s); i 

is the hydraulic gradient across the barrier (0.5%), and ne is the porosity of the barrier (0.45). The 

residence time of the contaminated flow traveling through the barrier should be long enough for 

the adsorption process to take place; therefore, the barrier thickness (w) must satisfy the following 

inequality (Di Nardo et al. 2010; Erto et al. 2014) (Eq. 4.8): 

𝑤

𝑣
>

1

𝑘𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑠
 (4.8) 

where SS represents the external specific surface of particles (1.8 m2/g), and kobs represent the first-

order reactive rate of PCE (0.83 d-1). In the case of kPRB=5x10-3 m/s (v=5.6x10-5 m/s), the PRB 

thickness of 0.5 m and 1 m did not satisfy the inequality when the C/Co ratio in Eq. 4.5 was 0.5. 

However, all PRB thicknesses satisfied the inequality for the case of kPRB=5x10-4 m/s (v=5.6x10-6 

m/s), and kPRB=5x10-5 m/s (v=5.6x10-7 m/s). Therefore, all PRB thickness values were used in the 

analysis to investigate the effect of the wide range of flow paths through the PRB on reducing the 

PCE concentration into the subsurface concrete pipe. 

 

4.7 Results and Discussion 

The simulated plumes within the domain are shown in Figure 4.6 (a and b) at the end of 

10-years for the base case scenario and the permeable reactive barrier scenario, respectively. The 

plume size expanded with time and migrated downstream through the subsurface domain, 

conforming to the northeast-southwest dominant flow regime (i.e., using a 0.5% gradient across 

the site). As indicated in Table 4.4, the modeled PCE concentrations agreed reasonably well with 

the measured PCE concentrations for MW-5, -16, -23, -25, -29, and -30. The agreement was not 

obtained at MW-18, as the MW-18 is immediately located at the contaminant source (former 

meatpacker) (see, Figure 4.1). Thus, the modeled PCE concentration at the MW-18 location within 
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the 10-year simulation period is lower than the field PCE concentration by a factor of 31. The 

magnitude of the PCE concentration contour near the trench is similar in order of magnitude to 

100 μg/l (Figure 4.6a). These values are consistent with the concentrations reported on the map 

shown in Figure 4.1. 

The maximum PCE concentration breakthrough the concrete pipe at the 10-year simulation 

period was 127.5 μg/l. The data were then compiled to compute the mass of PCE in the aqueous 

phase flowing out of the pipe (in mg) over the simulation time (10 years). The total mass of PCE 

flowing out of the pipe (Mt) was estimated using Eq. (4.9): 

𝑀𝑡 = ∑ 𝐶𝑖.𝐿𝑖.
𝐴𝑃

2

𝑛

𝑖
 

(4.9) 

where Ci is the average concentration of each slice, Li is the length of each slice, and Ap is the 

saturated area of the pipe, assumed to be half the cross-section of the pipe with the pipe flowing 

half full. Figure 4.7 shows the mass of PCE flowing out of the concrete pipe as a function of time. 

For the base case, having foc=0.07%, the cumulative mass of PCE flowing out of the pipe increased 

to nearly 200 g over the 10 years of simulation time. The results using the three foc percents 

illustrate the effect of retardation on transport results as discussed next. 

 

4.7.1 Effect of Retardation due to the Organic Carbon Content 

The normalized maximum PCE concentration (concentration normalized with respect to 

the maximum and minimum concentration; N = [Ci - Cmin] / [Cmax - Cmin]) breaking through the 

subsurface pipe is shown in Figure 4.8a, as a function of time for three sorption scenarios. These 

three scenarios are: (i) foc=0.04% (kd = 6.2x10-8 l/mg), (ii) foc=0.07% (kd = 1.1x10-7 l/mg), and (iii) 

foc=1.4% (kd= 2.2x10-6 l/mg). The retardation coefficients (R) corresponding to the sorption 

coefficients were estimated from Eq. 4.10: 
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𝑅 = 1 +
𝜌𝑑

𝑛
𝑘𝑑 

(4.10) 

where ρd is the aquifer's bulk density, and n is the soil site's total porosity. The estimated R were 

1.1, 1.2, and 6.1 for foc of 0.04%, 0.07%, and 1.4%, respectively. The data show that the maximum 

PCE concentration inside the concrete pipe is increased with time for the three foc cases. The 

scenario with foc=1.4% yielded the highest PCE concentration breaking through the concrete pipe 

(Figure 4.8a). The concentration of PCE within the pipe was increased by 137% compared to the 

base case of foc=0.07% over 10 years. These results may seem counter intuitive as the expectation 

is that sorption and retardation will reduce the transported aqueous PCE concentration by delaying 

the contaminant advance. However, it is the case herein that such retardation effect also leads to 

maintaining a relatively high percentage of the contamination concentration at the pipe location 

over the simulation time. As uncontaminated water continues to flow from the northeast constant 

head boundary to the southwest constant head boundary, the presence of the soil-sorbed phase acts 

as a continuous desorption source (i.e., contamination sorbed close to the pipe location will act as 

a reservoir) for polluting the incoming uncontaminated groundwater and, therefore, leading to the 

higher PCE concentration breaking through the concrete pipe observed in Figure 4.8a. The mass 

of PCE flowing out of the pipe was nearly 180 g, 200 g, 550 g for the foc of 0.04%, 0.07%, and 

1.4%, respectively, over the 10 years of simulation time (Figure 4.7). 

 

4.7.2 Effect of Degradation due to Natural Attenuation 

Figure 4.8b shows the normalized maximum PCE concentration breaking through the 

subsurface drainage concrete pipe as a function of time for three degradation levels: (i) no 

degradation (KPCE = 0 d-1), (ii) lower bound of degradation due to natural attenuation (KPCE = 

0.00019 d-1), and (iii) upper bound of degradation due to natural attenuation (KPCE = 0.0033 d-1). 
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The degradation constants were assigned in the model at the PCE plume location, as indicated in 

Figure 4.4b. The reaction rate constants of PCE were bounded by the literature values given in 

Aronson and Howard (1997). For the cases of KPCE = 0.00019 d-1 and 0.0033 d-1 compared with 

the base case, PCE concentrations breaking through the subsurface concrete pipe over the 10 years 

were reduced by 30.7% and 34.1%, respectively. A similar reduction effect was observed by 

Hussein et al. (2003). 

 

4.7.3 Effect of Permeable Reactive Barrier 

The simulated domain with the permeable reactive barrier (PRB) installation is shown in 

Figure 4.6b.  In these analyses, the degradation due to natural attenuation was not considered (KPCE 

= 0 d-1). As noted earlier, the flow direction is from northeast to southwest of the model domain. 

By contrast, and as shown in Figure 4.6a versus Figure 4.6b, the transported plumes' distance was 

shorter by approximately 6.5 m than in the case of no PRB. However, with the installation of PRB, 

a diminished PCE plume extension is assessed due to having the degradation rate within the PRB 

zone. 

The normalized maximum PCE concentration breaking through the pipe with/without PRB 

installation with time is presented in Figure 4.9a. Simulated PRB thicknesses of 0.5 m, 1 m, 2 m, 

and 3 m were utilized, with each analyzed under varying hydraulic conductivity of kPRB= 5x10-3 

m/s, 5x10-4 m/s, and 5x10-5 m/s. The PCE concentration breakthrough the pipe showed a similar 

trend with the PRB installation for all thicknesses. In the case of kPRB= 5x10-4 m/s, the 

concentrations of PCE inside the concrete pipe was approximately 77.3 μg/l, 76.8 μg/l, 66.8 μg/l, 

and 43.8 μg/l over the 10 years of simulation time for the PRB thicknesses of 0.5 m, 1 m, 2 m, and 

3 m, respectively. In comparison, for the case with no PRB, the concentration of PCE breaking 
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through the pipe was approximately 127.5 μg/l over the same simulation period. The concentration 

of PCE is decreased by 39.4%, 39.8%, 47.6%, and 65.6% for the PRB thicknesses of 0.5 m, 1 m, 

2 m, and 3 m, respectively, for the 10-year simulation period. 

The removal of PCE concentrations breakthrough the pipe with the PRB installation is 

presented in Figure 4.9b. The PCE removal percent increased from 1 year to 4 years, followed by 

a PCE reduction in removal rate. The PCE concentration removal percent increased as the 

thickness of PRB increased from 0.5 m to 3 m. In contrast, the PCE concentration removal percent 

only slightly increased as the hydraulic conductivity of the PRB decreased from 10-3 m/s to 10-5 

m/s.  

 

4.7.4 Hydraulic Conductivity of PRB 

The analysis results indicate that the hydraulic conductivity of the PRB (kPRB) has a slight 

impact on the PCE concentration breaking through the subsurface concrete pipe. As the kPRB 

increased by one order of magnitude, the PCE concentration in the pipe slightly increased (Figure 

4.9a). The reason is associated with faster seepage velocity with the higher kPRB, which leads to a 

shorter residence time of the PCE being in contact with ZVI. Similar findings were found by Ma 

and Lue (2017), where the contaminant concentrations are slightly altered by varying the hydraulic 

conductivity of the PRB. The removal efficiency of PCE concentration at 10 years reached 64.1%, 

65.7%, and 67.2%, with the kPRB = 5x10-3 m/s, 5x10-4 m/s, and 5x10-5 m/s, respectively (Figure 

4.9b). 

The mass variation of PCE flowing out of the pipe as a function of the hydraulic 

conductivity and thickness of the PRB is shown in Figure 4.10. As the kPRB increases, the mass of 

PCE flowing out of the pipe increases. In the case of w= 1 m, the cumulative mass of PCE flowing 
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out of the concrete pipe was nearly 124 g, 120 g, and 116 g over the 10 years of simulation time 

for kPRB = 5x10-3 m/s, 5x10-4 m/s, and 5x10-5 m/s, respectively. In comparison, for the case with 

no PRB, the cumulative mass of PCE flowing out of the pipe was 197 g over the same period. The 

mass of PCE flowing out of the pipe after the 10 years was decreased by 37.1%, 39.1%, and 41.1% 

with the installation of PRB for kPRB = 5x10-3 m/s, 5x10-4 m/s, and 5x10-5 m/s, respectively. 

However, hydraulic conductivity of the PRB should be high enough to minimize the changes in 

the PRB performance with time due to the precipitation of oxides and carbonates during the 

treatment media and clogging the barrier (i.e., reduction in the kPRB with time). 

 

4.7.5 Thickness of PRB 

The normalized maximum PCE concentration inside the pipe as a function of the PRB 

thicknesses is presented with time in Figure 4.11. The data show PRB thickness's effect on the 

PCE concentration in the pipe at 3, 5, and 10 years under kPRB= 5x10-3 m/s, 5x10-4 m/s, and 5x10-

5 m/s. As shown in Figure 4.11, the thickness of the PRB has a significant impact on the PCE 

concentration breakthrough the subsurface concrete pipe. When the thickness of PRB is increased, 

the PCE concentration inside the concrete pipe decreased. The reason is that the thicker PRBs 

provides a longer flow path through the barrier, leading to a longer reactive transport of PCE as it 

is in contact with ZVI. Ma and Lue (2017) and Rad and Fazlali (2020) presented a similar finding 

regarding the larger thickness of PRB.  The removal efficiency of PCE concentration at 10 years 

reached 41.2%, 42%, 49.8%, and 67.2%, with the PRB thickness of 0.5 m, 1 m, 2 m, and 3 m, 

respectively (Figure 4.9b).   

As the PRB thickness increases, the mass of PCE flowing out of the pipe decreases (Figure 

4.10). In the case of kPRB= 5x10-4 m/s, the cumulative mass of PCE flowing out of the concrete 
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pipe was nearly 127 g, 120 g, 96 g, and 80 g over the 10 years of simulation time for w= 0.5 m, 1 

m, 2 m, and 3 m, respectively. The mass of PCE flowing out of the pipe after the 10 years was 

decreased by 35.5%, 39.1%, 51.3%, and 59.4%, with the installation of PRB having w= 0.5 m, 1 

m, 2 m, and 3 m, respectively. The thickness of 3 m is shown to be the most efficient, but it is a 

challenge to construct and could be economically unfeasible (i.e., not practical). Thus, future work 

is needed to investigate the effect of construction two barriers in series, each 1 m thick and are 

spaced by 3 m rather than constructing one barrier that is 3 m thick.  

 

4.7.6 Degradation Rate of PCE with PRB Material 

The normalized maximum PCE concentration inside the concrete pipe with varying the 

degradation rate of PCE being degraded using ZVI material is presented in Figure 4.12. The 

constant degradation rate of PCE with the ZVI material significantly impacts the PCE 

concentration breaking through the subsurface concrete pipe. When the constant degradation rate 

is increased by one order of magnitude, the PCE concentration inside the concrete pipe decreased 

by 86%, and 92% for the case of w= 1 m, and w= 2 m, respectively, at 10 years. The rate of 

degradation of the chemical using the ZVI is increased with a higher percent of iron in the ZVI 

mixture such that the degradation rate for the mixture contained 50% iron and 50% sand was 0.11 

d-1, and the degradation rate for the mixture contained 25% iron and 75% sand was 0.05 d-1 

(Zingaretti et al. 2020). Also, the iron type has a larger specific surface area, smaller size, and 

higher purity, allowing for a higher degradation rate (Johnson et al., 1996; Zingaretti et al., 2020). 
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4.8 Summary and Conclusion 

This study evaluated factors affecting PCE concentration breakthrough the drainage 

concrete pipe at a dry cleaner spill site. It also evaluated the efficacy of a permeable reactive barrier 

in such a site. Groundwater flow and solute transport models were established using MODFLOW 

paired with RT3D software, which implements a finite-difference numerical scheme. Based on the 

results of the study, the following conclusions are advanced: 

• PCE concentration breakthrough the concrete pipe was increased by 137% with the greater 

quantity of the soil sorption (foc=1.4% vs. foc=0.07%) due to a percent of the PCE retarded 

close to the pipe location. As uncontaminated water continues to flow, the soil-sorbed 

phase acts as a continuous desorption source for contaminating the incoming groundwater. 

• The PCE concentrations breakthrough the concrete pipe over the 10 years were reduced by 

30.7% and 34.1% with the degradation process taking place in the native soils, for the cases 

of KPCE-soil = 0.00019 d-1 and 0.0033 d-1, respectively. 

• The hydraulic conductivity of the PRB (kPRB) has a minor impact on the PCE concentration 

breakthrough the pipe. As the kPRB was increased, the PCE getting through the pipe slightly 

increased due to faster seepage velocity with higher kPRB, which causes a shorter residence 

time of PCE being in contact with ZVI in the PRB. 

• The thickness of PRB has a significant impact on the PCE concentration breakthrough the 

pipe. As the PRB thickness increased, the PCE getting through the pipe decreased because 

the thicker PRBs have a longer flow path through the barrier and a longer duration of PCE 

reaction with ZVI. 

• The removal efficiency of PCE concentration at 10 years reached 41.2%, 42%, 49.8%, and 

67.2%, with the PRB thickness of 0.5 m, 1 m, 2 m, and 3 m, respectively. The thickness of 
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3 m is shown to be the most efficient, but it is a challenge to construct and could be 

economically unfeasible. Thus, future work is needed to investigate the effect of 

construction two barriers in series, each 1 m and are spaced by 3 m. 

• The increase in the degradation rate of PCE with PRB material (Kobs= 0.83 d-1 vs. Kobs= 8.3 

d-1) has decreased the PCE concentrations in the pipe at 10 years by 86% and 92% in the 

case of w= 1 m, and w= 2 m, respectively. 
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Tables: 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.1. Flow parameters used in the model 

Material kx=ky (m/s) kz (m/s) ne ρb (kg/m3) Reference 

Sandy clay 9.8x10-6 4.9x10-6 0.2 1260 

ARCADIS (1999) and Withers and 

Ravenel (2008) 

Initial backfill 1.5x10-3 7.5x10-4 0.30 1800 Geotechdata (2013) 

Final backfills 1.2x10-5 6.2x10-6 0.21 1700 - 

Bedding material 1x10-2 5x10-3 0.28 2000 Geotechdata (2013) 

Concrete pipe 3.8x10-11 3.8x10-11 0.15 2400 Smyl et al. (2016) 

Gasket 3.8x10-11 3.8x10-11 0.01 1300 - 

Flow inside the pipe 0.1 0.1 0.99 1000 - 
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Table 4.2. Transport parameters used in the model 

Parameters Value Reference 

Longitudinal dispersion, ∝L (m) 8.23 Lu et al. 1999 

Horizontal/Long dispersion 0.3 ASTM (1994) 

Vertical/Long dispersion 0.05 ASTM (1994) 

Diffusion coefficient of PCE in water, D (m2/d) 7.1x10-5 GSI Environmental (2014) 

Organic carbon fraction, foc (%) 0.07 Withers and Ravenel (2007) 

The total porosity of the soil site, n 0.53 Withers and Ravenel (2008) 

Organic carbon partition coefficient, Koc (l/mg) 1.55x10-4 GSI Environmental (2014) 

PCE partition coefficient, Kd (l/mg) 1.1x10-7 Calculated 

The degradation rate constants of PCE, kPCE (d-1) 1.9x10-4, and 3.3x10-3 Aronson and Howard (1997) 
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Table 4.3. Permeable reactive barrier properties used in the model. 

ZVI-PRB Parameters Value Reference 

KPRB (m/s) 5x10-3 - 

KPRB (m/s) (Base case) 5x10-4 ITRC (2011) 

KPRB (m/s) 5x10-5 - 

ne 0.45 Ma and Luo (2017) 

ρd (kg/m3) 1640 Puls et al. (1999) 

αL (m) 10 Ma and Luo (2017) 

αT (m) 3 ASTM (1994) 

αZ (m) 0.5 ASTM (1994) 

kobs (d-1) 0.83 Ebert et al. (2006) 

kobs (d-1) 8.3 - 

L (m) 183 - 

W (m) 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 - 

Z (m) 9.1 ITRC (2011) 
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Table 4.4. Comparison between modeled and measured PCE concentrations. 

Wells No. Modeled PCE Concentration (mg/l) Measured PCE Concentration (mg/l)  

MW-5 0.05 0.04 

MW-16 0.09 0.10 

MW-18 0.08 2.53 

0.04 MW-23 0.05 

MW-25 0.12 0.03 

MW-29 0.08 0.08 

MW-30 0.05 0.01 
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Figures: 

 

Figure 4.1. Wilson’s site map shows the dry cleaner location, the monitoring well locations, the groundwater flow direction, the 

estimated horizontal extent of PCE in groundwater, and the model domain dimension being simulated in this analysis 

(Data from AECOM 2020).
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Figure 4.2. MODFLOW grid design with the discretized model domain design and pipe located in the saturated soils (map view, 

cross-section view, and profile view). 
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Figure 4.3. Modeled groundwater elevations versus observed field groundwater elevations flow. 
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Figure 4.4. The distribution of initial PCE concentration in the model domain: (a) interpolation 

of PCE concentration measured at MWs in Wilson site for the horizontal PCE plume 

extent, and (b) the initial PCE assignment concentration contours (in mg/l) in the 

model domain. 
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Figure 4.5. Schematic sketch of the permeable reactive barrier installed in the model domain. 
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Figure 4.6. Map views for transported PCE concentration (in mg/l) at 10 years for (a) the base 

case scenario and (b) the permeable reactive barrier scenario. 
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Figure 4.7. The total mass of PCE flowing out of the pipe for the base case (foc=0.07%), the 

lower bound sorption case (foc=0.04%), and the upper bound sorption case 

(foc=1.4%), as a function of time. 
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Figure 4.8. The normalized maximum PCE concentration breaking through the subsurface 

drainage concrete pipe as a function of time for: (a) the organic carbon fraction 

content scenarios, (b) the degradation levels scenarios. 
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Figure 4.9. Normalized maximum PCE concentration as a function of time, PRB thickness, and 

hydraulic conductivity (a) Reduction in normalized PCE concentration due to PRB 

(b) % PCE removal within the concrete pipe.  
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Figure 4.10. The total mass of PCE flowing out of the pipe with changing PRB thickness and 

hydraulic conductivity values as a function of time. 
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Figure 4.11. The normalized PCE concentration inside the concrete pipe as a function of PRB 

thicknesses at 3, 5, and 10 years. 
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Figure 4.12. Normalized maximum PCE concentration as a function of time, PRB thickness, and 

the constant degradation rates of PCE (a) Reduction in normalized PCE 

concentration due to PRB (b) % PCE removal within the concrete pipe. 
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, CONTRIBUTION, AND FUTURE WORK 

 

5.1 Summary and Conclusion 

In this work, the overall objectives are to investigate factors affecting the contaminants 

breakthrough subsurface concrete pipe installed in saturated media and assess the efficacy of 

mitigation measures. A three-dimensional finite difference method (FDM), implemented through 

Visual MODFLOW Flex using MODFLOW, coupled with MT3DMS and RT3D, is used to 

investigate the contamination transport into subsurface utilities. The migration of contaminates 

through utility installation areas using several saturated flow scenarios is performed to provide a 

better understanding of the alternation of the contaminant transport regime with the installation of 

pipes in contaminated subsurface media. 

 

In chapter 2, the groundwater flow model (MODFLOW) and solute transport model 

(MT3DMS) were used to evaluate the effect of continuous benzene contamination on 

concentrations and mass breaking through the subsurface drainage concrete pipe installed in site 

initially not contaminated. Various scenarios of two native soil types (sandy soils and sandy clay 

soils), gaskets condition, pipe condition, and pipe size were analyzed. Based on the results from 

the study, the following conclusions are advanced: 

• No benzene concentrations breakthrough the subsurface concrete pipe in the intact pipe 

and intact gaskets scenario for 20-year simulation under two native soil types (sandy soils 

and sandy clay soils). 

• The benzene concentrations breakthrough the subsurface concrete pipe is dependent on the 

native soil type. Given the analysis parameters, no benzene was estimated within the pipe 
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with the damaged gaskets 20-year simulation scenarios under sandy clay soils (ksoil = 10-7 

m/s). In this case, solute transported upwardly into the backfill soil with a higher k-value. 

Thus, the damaged gasket should not be a concern when the native soils have low hydraulic 

conductivity (k ≤ 10-7 m/s). 

• The estimated benzene concentrations for damaged pipe scenarios with sandy clay soils 

(ksoil =10-7 m/s) were below the MCL for the 20-year simulation. In sandy soils (ksoil = 10-5 

m/s), concentrations reached the MCL for the 20-year simulation in the damaged pipe. 

• The total mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe over the 20-year simulation time reached 

660 mg and 920 mg for a severely damaged gasket with sandy soils case and severely 

damaged pipe with sandy soils case, respectively. 

• The highest potential of benzene concentration breaking through the pipe, and the mass of 

benzene flowing out of the pipe, was when the damaged pipe was quantified, rather than 

the damaged gasket case. The reason is associated with the larger surface area through 

which breakthrough occurs. 

• The size of the subsurface drainage concrete pipe affects the level of contamination 

breaking through the pipe. The benzene getting through the pipe decreased with larger pipe 

size. 

 

In chapter 3, the efficacy of mitigation measures, including (i) clay barrier, (ii) flowable 

fill, and (iii) anti-seep collar, was evaluated to mitigate benzene breakthrough the drainage 

concrete pipe at a gasoline spill site. Groundwater flow and solute transport models were 

developed using MODFLOW paired with MT3DMS software. Based on the results of the study, 

the following conclusions are advanced: 
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• In the presence of the clay barrier, the concentration of benzene is reduced by 71.6% and 

22% compared to the case of no clay barrier over the 5 and 20 years of simulation time, 

respectively. The mass of benzene flowing out of the pipe decreased by 53.6% and 30% 

for the same period. Therefore, the clay barrier approach is viable as a temporary measure 

while general remediation of the contaminated site is taking place. 

• The use of flowable fill leads to a 99.9% reduction in benzene concentration breaking 

through the pipe for the simulated 20-year period. The mass of benzene flowing out of the 

pipe decreased by 99.9% compared to no flowable fill case. Thus, the flowable fill method 

is a long-term engineering control to mitigate the potential contamination even when such 

contamination is persistent. 

• Anti-seep collar use leads to a 60% reduction in the concentration of benzene breaking 

through the pipe (14,050 μg/l vs. 5,494 μg/l) for the 20 years of simulation time. The mass 

of benzene flowing out of the pipe has decreased by 44% (2,400 g vs. 1,350 g). Thus, the 

anti-seep collar method is not as effective as the flowable fill approach if long-term 

mitigation is the goal. 

• As the natural hydraulic gradient of the site was reduced, the benzene getting through the 

pipe with/without the anti-seep collar decreased. Thus, the hydrogeology of the site needs 

to be ascertained during the design and modeling phase for the effective specification of 

mitigation measures. 

 

The analyses presented in chapter 4 are used to assess the potential of PCE breakthrough 

subsurface concrete pipe and investigate factors affecting the efficacy of permeable reactive barrier 

in reducing such breakthrough. The objectives are to evaluate the rate and the magnitude of PCE 
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transport through the saturated media and into a concrete pipe located at a site with occurring 

chlorinated solvents contamination, to evaluate the effect of key parameters on the rate and 

magnitude of the PCE transport within the domain and the breakthrough into the concrete pipe; 

key parameters considered include transport retardation due to the organic carbon content, and 

degradation due to natural attenuation, and to assess the efficacy of placing permeable reactive 

barrier within the domain in reducing the breakthrough of PCE concentration into the concrete 

pipe. Parameters to be investigated include the hydraulic conductivity of the barrier, the thickness 

of the barrier, the degradation rate of PCE with the barrier material. Groundwater flow and solute 

transport models were developed using MODFLOW paired with RT3D software. Based on the 

results of the study, the following conclusions are advanced: 

• PCE concentration breakthrough the concrete pipe was increased by 137% with the greater 

quantity of the soil sorption (foc=1.4% vs. foc=0.07%) due to a percent of the PCE retarded 

close to the pipe location. As uncontaminated water continues to flow, the soil-sorbed 

phase acts as a continuous desorption source for contaminating the incoming groundwater. 

• The PCE concentrations breakthrough the concrete pipe over the 10 years were reduced by 

30.7% and 34.1% with the degradation process taking place in the native soils, for the cases 

of KPCE-soil = 0.00019 d-1 and 0.0033 d-1, respectively. 

• The hydraulic conductivity of the PRB (kPRB) has a minor impact on the PCE concentration 

breakthrough the pipe. As the kPRB was increased, the PCE getting through the pipe slightly 

increased due to faster seepage velocity with higher kPRB, which causes a shorter residence 

time of PCE being in contact with ZVI in the PRB. 

• The thickness of PRB has a significant impact on the PCE concentration breakthrough the 

pipe. As the PRB thickness increased, the PCE getting through the pipe decreased because 
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the thicker PRBs have a longer flow path through the barrier and a longer duration of PCE 

reaction with ZVI. 

• The removal efficiency of PCE concentration at 10 years reached 41.2%, 42%, 49.8%, and 

67.2%, with the PRB thickness of 0.5 m, 1 m, 2 m, and 3 m, respectively. The thickness of 

3 m is shown to be the most efficient, but it is a challenge to construct and could be 

economically unfeasible. 

• The increase in the constant degradation rate of PCE with the PRB material (Kobs=0.83 d-1 

vs. Kobs=8.3 d-1) has decreased the PCE concentrations in the pipe at 10 years by 86% and 

92% in the case of w= 1 m, and w= 2 m, respectively. 

 

5.2 Contribution 

The contributions of this study are listed as follow: 

• The damage to the concrete pipe or the gasket should not be a concern when the native 

soils have low hydraulic conductivity (k ≤ 10-7 m/s). 

• The damage to the pipe is more critical than the damage to the gasket for the potential 

occurrence of contamination breakthrough due to the larger surface area of the pipe. 

• Larger pipe size slightly reduces the contaminant ingress into the drainage concrete pipe. 

• From the perspective of mitigation approaches, the clay barrier approved to be an effective 

method to protect the subsurface pipe. While the flowable fill is a long-term engineering 

control, the anti-seep collar seems less effective than the flowable fill approach.  

• When the natural hydraulic gradient of the site is minimal, the potential contamination 

getting through the pipe with/without an anti-seep collar will be minimal. 
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• The potential contamination in the drainage concrete pipe will be higher when the soil 

sorption due to organic carbon content increases.  

• When the degradation due to natural attenuation of the contaminated site is taking place, 

the contaminants breaking through the subsurface concrete pipe will be decreased. 

• When the hydraulic conductivity of the permeable reactive barrier ranged between 5x10-3 

m/s to 5x10-5 m/s, the amount of contaminant ingress into the pipe should not be 

substantially altered. 

• As the thickness of the permeable reactive barrier increased, the contaminant ingress into 

the pipe decreased. 

• As the constant degradation rate of the contaminant with the permeable reactive barrier 

material increased, the contaminant concentrations ingress into the pipe decreased. 

 

5.2 Future work 

The work presented in this research attempted to investigate factors affecting the 

contaminants breakthrough subsurface concrete pipe installed in saturated media and assess the 

efficacy of mitigation measures. Several topics may be worthy of exploring in the future to fill 

the gaps of this study, such as: 

• The model used in this work considered that the pipe and gaskets remain intact over the 

simulation time. A model can be simulated in the future study to consider the change in 

pipe and gaskets properties over the simulation time when they react with a different types 

of contaminants. 

• The developed model herein considered that the mitigation measures (i.e., clay barrier, 

flowable fill, and anti-seep collar) properties are constant with time. A model can be 
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simulated in the future study to consider the change in the mitigation measures properties 

(e.g., the hydraulic conductivity and the porosity) with time, especially when these 

mitigation measures react with different classes of contaminants. 

• Mitigation measures are assessed in this study using saturated subsurface soil profiles 

represented by the soluble phase. Further research is needed to address the mitigation 

measures assessment when installed in unsaturated subsurface soil profiles where 

contaminant breakthroughs in the pipe can be affected by the dominant nature of the 

transport mode, represented by the gas phase. 

• Obtaining data on the efficacy of the studied mitigation measures through field 

implementation and performance monitoring with time. Such field implementation and 

monitoring studies are needed on concrete pipes to validate the modeling approach and 

expand the regarding various classes of contaminants. 

• Future work is needed to investigate the effect of construction two barriers in series, each 

1 m thick and spaced by 3 m rather than constructing one thick barrier that is 3 m thick.  
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Appendix A 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.1. Map view for total head distribution for antiseep collar scenario. 
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Figure A.2. Map view for transported benzene concentration (in μg/L) at 20 years for antiseep 

collar scenario under different natural hydraulic gradients (i= 1.6%, 0.5%, 0.05%, 

and 0.01%). 
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Figure A.3.The concentration of benzene profiles at 20 years along with the trench soils for the 

base case and the anti-seep collars. 
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Appendix B 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B.1. The conversion of observed groundwater elevations in the field to the groundwater 

elevations in the model. 
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Figure B.2. The groundwater samples in MW-2, MW-12, MW-18, and MW-25 for the PCE 

concentration with sampling date. 
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